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The nanogap quasi-steady-state voltammetry, developed in my work, presents the way to monitor 
and study rapid electron transfer reactions on macroscopic substrates of scanning electrochemical 
microscopy (SECM). It combines the cyclic voltammetry and SECM and monitors substrate reaction as a 
tip current. The resulting plot of iT versus ES features the retraceable sigmoidal shape of a quasi-steady 
state voltammogram although a transient peak-shape voltammogram is obtained simultaneously at the 
macroscopic substrate. This simplifies measurement and analysis of a quasi-steady-state voltammogram 
and gives information about thermodynamic as well as kinetic parameters of the reaction taking place at 
the interface. No charging current at the amperometric tip, high and adjustable mass transport under the 
tip and high spatial resolution are all advantages of quasi-steady-state voltammetry. I also introduced 
generalized theory for nanoscale iT-ES voltammetry of substrate reactions with arbitrary reversibility and 
mechanism under comprehensive experimental conditions including any substrate potential and both 
SECM modes (feedback and substrate generation tip collection, SG/TC). I nanofabricated submicrometer 
size highly reliable Pt SECM  tips and found the way of protection of these tiny electrodes from the 
damage caused either by electrostatic discharge or electrochemical etching. Subsequent application of 
quasi-steady-state voltammetry and reliable nanofabricated SECM probes enabled sensitive detection of 
adsorption of organic impurities from air and ultrapure water to the HOPG surface as evidenced by redox 
reaction of ferrocenylmethyl)trimethyl ammonium (FcTMA+). Study revealed that hydrophobic 
contaminant layer slows down the access of hydrophilic aqueous redox species to the underlying HOPG 
surface, thereby yielding a lower standard rate constant, k0. Moreover, this barrier effects stronger to a 
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more charged form (FcTMA2+)  of a redox couple so that the electron-transfer reaction of the more 
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My PhD work is aimed to develop a methodology to study the electrochemical reactivity of various 
substrates of scanning electrochemical microscopy using reliable nanofabricated electrodes.   
The understanding of potential-dependent electron transfer (ET) kinetics at interfaces is of prime 
importance both for fundamental and practical reasons. The voltammetry of heterogeneous ET reactions at 
the electrode of scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is well studied and applied to determine 
large standard ET rate constants at nanometer sized electrodes. In contrast, measurements of potential-
dependent electron transfer processes, taking place at SECM substrates, are significantly limited.  To 
address this issue, I have developed novel methods based on quasi-steady-state voltammetry of rapid ET 
reactions at macroscopic substrates of scanning electrochemical microscopy and applied this powerful 
technique to  study the electrochemical activity of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). 
 In the second chapter, I report on a novel method for scanning electrochemical microscopy to 
enable quasi-steady-state voltammetry of rapid electron transfer (ET) reactions at macroscopic substrates.1 I 
demonstrate that the amperometric current at a tip, iT, in any SECM mode (feedback, substrate generation 
tip collection SG/TC) maintains a quasi-steady-state during the cyclic sweep of potential (ES) on the 
substrate around redox couple’s formal potential, as long as the tip is positioned sufficiently close to a 
macroscopic substrate and a substrate reaction is reversible except under the tip. The resulting plot of iT 
versus ES features the retraceable sigmoidal shape of a quasi-steady state voltammogram although a 
transient peak- shape voltammogram is obtained simultaneously at the macroscopic substrate. Advantages 
of monitoring a substrate reaction as a tip current rather than as a substrate current includes the simple 
measurement and analysis of a quasi-steady-state voltammogram, no charging current at the amperometric 
tip, high and adjustable mass transport under the tip, and high spatial resolution. Moreover, a kinetic 
limitation in a quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammogram can be uniquely discriminated from the effect of 
ohmic potential drop. Importantly, a pair of quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms thus obtained in 
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feedback and SG/TC modes is more informative than each voltammogram and allows for the reliable 
determination of all transport, thermodynamic, and kinetic parameters. The quasi-steady-state approach 
developed in this work will find various applications beyond the study of rapid substrate reactions. For 
instance, the separate assessment of transfer coefficient for cathodic and anodic reactions will be important 
when the double layer or Marcus-Hush effect is significant.  
In the third chapter I report on a generalized theory for nanoscale iT-ES voltammetry of substrate 
reactions with arbitrary reversibility and mechanism under comprehensive experimental conditions 
including any substrate potential and both SECM modes (feedback and substrate generation tip collection, 
SG/TC).2 The Marcus-Hush-Chidsey (MHC) formalism is employed for heterogeneous outer-sphere ET 
reactions to enable time-dependent finite element simulations of nanoscale iT-ES voltammograms for various 
kinetic regimes beyond the limit of Batler-Volmer (BV) kinetics. The MHC model is more realistic at large 
overpotentials where ET rate constants become smaller than predicted by BV kinetics and eventually 
become potential-independent in contrast to classical Marcus “inverted” behavior. This analytical approach 
facilitates applications of iT-ES voltammetry to non-BV systems.   
In chapter 4, I introduce nanofabrication of SECM tips and the way of protection of these tiny 
electrodes from the damage caused either by electrostatic discharge or electrochemical etching.3 Platinum 
electrodes sealed in borosilicate or lead doped glass were produced by the laser-based mechanical pulling of 
glass insulated platinum wire. After pulling, the glass sealed platinum electrodes were heat annealed to 
make the glass retract from the very tip of electrode.  The focused ion-beam (FIB) milling of the heat-
annealed tip across the meniscus region of the glass layer was applied to make sharp tip with desirable inner 
and outer radii. In this work, I show that submicrometer and nanometer sized glass-sealed Pt 
ultramicroelectrodes (UME) can be easily and unknowingly damaged at the nanoscale to significantly lower 
their current responses. Such small tips can be damaged by electrostatic discharge (ESD) in air, which can 
recess the Pt tip and contaminate it with removed Pt and glass. In addition, submicrometer-and nanometer-
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size Pt UMEs can be electrochemically etched in electrolyte solution and contaminated with Pt 
nanoparticles that are removed from the tip at the beginning or end of voltammetric/amperometric 
measurement when connection of the UMEs to a potentiostat is internally switched on or off, respectively. 
Recession and contamination owing to electrostatic and electrochemical damage can be a reason why 
nanoelectrodes often lose a current response or give a low SECM feedback in current− distance curves. I 
provide information about how to avoid tip damage from ESD or electrochemical etching and maintain 
reliable and solid performance of the Pt ultramicroelectrode for electrochemical measurements.  
The fifth chapter applies of quasi-steady-state voltammetry to study the rapid electron transfer 
reactions at the macroscopic substrate, such as highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), of the scanning 
electrochemical microscope.4 In this chapter, I demonstrate sensitive detection of adsorption of organic 
impurities from air and ultrapure water to the HOPG surface.  The hydrophobic contaminant layer slows 
down the access of hydrophilic aqueous redox species, (ferrocenylmethyl)trimethyl ammonium (FcTMA+) 
to the underlying HOPG surface, thereby yielding a lower standard rate constant, k0.  The hindering effect of 
contaminants is stronger for a more charged form of a redox couple (FcTMA2+)  so that the electron-transfer 
reaction of the more hydrophilic form is slower to yield a lower k0 value. Significantly, the nanogap 
voltammetry approach is the only electrochemical method that is powerful enough to reveal these behaviors 
by monitoring the kinetics of both the oxidation and the reduction of a redox couple under high mass 
transport conditions across a nanometer-wide gap between the HOPG and a Pt tip. In this chapter I also 
demonstrate reliable performance of the nanofabricated Pt tips by measuring highly positive approach 
curves on a gold surface and creating a gap with a width of down to 12 nm between Pt tip and Au substrate. 
This fact indicates that any anomalous behavior of the HOPG electrode is not caused by the surface 
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2.0 QUASI-STEADY-STATE VOLTAMMETRY of RAPID ELECTRON TRANSFER 
REACTIONS AT THE MACROSCOPIC SUBSTRATE OF THE SCANNING 
ELECTROCHEMICAL MICROSCOPE 
 
This work has been published as N. Nioradze, J. Kim, S. Amemiya, Quasi-Steady-State 
Voltammetry of Rapid Electron Transfer Reactions at the Macroscopic Substrate of the Scanning 
Electrochemical Microscope,  Anal. Chem. 2011 83, 828–835. The thesis author fabricated electrodes, 
collected and analyzed experimental data. 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
We report on a novel theory and experiment for scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) to 
enable quasi- steady-state voltammetry of rapid electron transfer (ET) reactions at macroscopic substrates. 
With this powerful approach, the substrate potential is cycled widely across the formal potential of a redox 
couple while the reactant or product of a substrate reaction is amperometrically detected at the tip in the 
feedback or substrate generation/tip collection mode, respectively. The plot of tip current versus substrate 
potential features the retraceable sigmoidal shape of a quasi-steady-state voltammogram although a transient 
voltammogram is obtained at the macroscopic substrate. Finite element simulations reveal that a short tip-
substrate distance and a reversible substrate reaction (except under the tip) are required for quasi-steady-
state voltammetry. Advantageously, a pair of quasi-steady-state voltammograms is obtained by employing 
both operation modes to reliably determine all transport, thermodynamic, and kinetic parameters as 
confirmed experimentally for rapid ET reactions of ferrocenemethanol and 7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinodimethane at a Pt substrate with ∼0.5 μm-radius Pt tips positioned at 90 nm-1 μm distances. 
Standard ET rate constants of∼7cm/s were obtained for the latter mediator as the largest determined for 
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substrate reaction by SECM. Various potential applications of quasi-steady-state voltammetry are also 
proposed. 
Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) has evolved as a powerful electroanalytical tool to 
investigate heterogeneous electron transfer (ET) reactions at electrode/solution interfaces. High versatility 
and spatial resolution are inherent advantages of SECM against other electrochemical methods.1,2 For 
instance, outer-sphere heterogeneous ET reactions have been studied by SECM to resolve the heterogeneous 
surface electroactivity of various electrodes and materials. SECM has been also developed to successfully 
probe inner-sphere heterogeneous ET reactions for the rapid screening of electrocatalysts and photocatalysts 
in combinatorial arrays. In standard SECM measurements, a disk ultramicroelectrode tip is positioned near a 
target electrode or material as a substrate to monitor ET kinetics at the local substrate surface under the tip. 
Typically, tip and substrate electrodes are biased externally to independently control ET rates at the 
respective electrode/solution interfaces.3  Alternatively, only an SECM tip is biased to drive and monitor a 
heterogeneous ET reaction at an unbiased electrode4 or at an electroactive material on an insulator5 as a 
substrate. Greater understanding of potential-dependent ET kinetics at electrode/solution interfaces is of 
paramount importance both fundamentally6 and practically7 and relies on voltammetry.8 In fact, 
voltammetry of heterogeneous ET reactions at the tip of SECM is well established9 and has been 
successfully applied to determine large standard ET rate constants, k0, of up to∼17 cm/s at nanometer-sized 
tips.10 In comparison, the SECM measurement of potential-dependent ET rates at substrates is significantly 
limited. In the traditional feedback mode of SECM (Figure 2-1a), substrate potential, ES, is held far from the 
formal potential, E0′, of a redox couple to achieve steady state, where a substrate reaction (R→O+e)  is 
opposite to a diffusion-limited reaction at the tip (O+e→R).3 A rapid substrate reaction, however, is 
accelerated enough at ES far from E0′ to be controlled by mass transport without reaching a kinetic regime,11 
thereby limiting the largest k0 value measured by this approach to 0.42 cm/s12 so far. In contrast, a rapid 
substrate reaction is slowed at ES around E0′ to be reversible or even quasireversible. Advantageously, a 
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quasireversible reaction gives both thermodynamic (E0′) and kinetic (k0 and transfer coefficient, α) 
parameters13 as demonstrated for quasi reversible substrate reactions by employing the feedback mode3,11 
(Figure 2-1b) or the substrate generation/tip collection (SG/TC) mode14 (Figure 2-1c), where the substrate-
generated species, R, is detected at the tip at a diffusion-limited rate. The amperometric tip current in either 
mode, however, is transient with a reversible or quasireversible reaction at a macroscopic substrate, which 
results in the time-dependent growth of a mediator concentration gradient around the tip-substrate gap. 
Eventually, a quasi-steady state is reached around the gap with a separation of a few micrometers after a 
macroscopic substrate is held at a fixed potential for∼5s9,15,16 or when the potential of a macroscopic 
substrate is swept very slowly at 2 mV/s.17 True steady state (not quasi-steady state) can be achieved in the 
SG/TC mode by employing an ultramicroelectrode as a substrate,14,18-20 which restricts the size of 
examinable substrates. 
a)                                                        b)                                                   c)  
     
Figure 2-1. Scheme of SECM experiments in the (a) steady-state positive feedback mode, and in (b) feedback 
and (c) SG/TC modes for a quasireversible substrate reaction under the tip. 
 
Here we report on novel theory and experiment for SECM to enable quasi-steady-state voltammetry 
of rapid ET reactions at macroscopic substrates in the wide range of substrate potential around E0′. We 
demonstrate that the amperometric current at a tip, iT, in either feedback or SG/TC mode maintains a quasi-
steady-state during the cyclic sweep of ES around E0′ when (i) the tip is positioned sufficiently close to a 
8 
macroscopic substrate and (ii) a substrate reaction is reversible except under the tip. The resulting plot of iT 
versus ES features the retraceable sigmoidal shape of a quasi-steady- state voltammogram although a 
transient peak-shaped voltammogram is obtained simultaneously at the macroscopic substrate. Advantages 
of monitoring a substrate reaction as a tip current rather than as a substrate current include the simple 
measurement and analysis of a quasi-steady-state voltammogram, no charging current at the amperometric 
tip, high and adjustable mass transport under the tip, and high spatial resolution. Moreover, a kinetic 
limitation in a quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammogram can be unambiguously discriminated from the effect 
of ohmic potential drop. Importantly, a pair of quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms thus obtained in 
feedback and SG/TC modes is more informative than each voltammogram and allows for the reliable 
determination of all transport, thermodynamic, and kinetic parameters as recently demonstrated for steady-
state nanopipet voltammetry of a common ion at liquid/liquid interfaces.21,22 In contrast to the common-ion 
approach, a pair of quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms is obtained simply by moving the tip potential 
to the feedback or SG/TC region when only one form of a redox couple is initially present in the bulk 
solution. In the following, we theoretically address requirements for quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammetry by 
extending the theory of the tip voltammetric  counterpart.9  We also apply quasi-steady-state iT-ES 
voltammetry to the kinetic study of rapid substrate reactions to obtain large k0 values of up to ∼7 cm/s as the 
largest value determined for a substrate reaction by SECM. Various potential applications of quasi-steady-
state iT-ES voltammetry are also proposed. 
2.2 THEORY 
2.2.1 Model 
We simulated iT-ES voltammograms under various geometric and kinetic conditions by solving 
standard diffusion problems for SECM (see the Supporting Information). Specifically, axisymmetric, time-
dependent diffusion problems (Figure 2-7 in the Supporting Information) were solved by employing 
COMSOL Multiphysics finite element package (version 3.5a, COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA; a 
9 
simulation report is attached with the Supporting Information). A current was calculated for the diffusion- 
limited detection of the original mediator, O, in the feedback mode (Figure 2-1b) or the substrate-generated 
species, R, in the SG-TC mode (Figure 2-1c) to give a pair of iT-ES  voltammograms at the same tip-
substrate distance. Positive tip (and substrate) currents are based on the reduction of the original mediator so 
that feedback and SG/TC tip responses appear in the upper and lower panels of the following graphs, 
respectively. The dimensionless flux of species O at the edge of a macroscopic substrate (red dot in Figure 
2-7 in the Supporting Information) represents a substrate current. 
A tip current was obtained in the normalized form (eq 9 in the Supporting Information) with respect 
to a limiting current for species O at the tip in the bulk solution, iT,∞, as given by 
iT,  4xnFDOcO
*a (1) 
Where x is expressed by eq 10 in the Supporting Information23 as a function of RG (=rg/a; rg and a 
are outer and inner tip radii, respectively), n = 1 for a one-electron process as considered in this model (eq 
14 in the Supporting Information), and DO and cO*are the diffusion coefficient and concentration of the 
original mediator in the bulk solution, respectively. Features of simulated iT-ES voltammograms depend on 
the following dimensionless parameters 
L  d / a  (dimensionless tip-substrate distance) (2) 
  a2Fv / 4DORT (dimensionless sweep rate for substrate potential) (3) 
  DO / DR (dimensionless diffusion coefficient ratio) (4) 
O  k
0d / DO (dimensionless standard ET rate constant) (5) 
Where d is the tip-substrate distance, ν is the sweep rate for substrate potential, and DR is the 
diffusion coefficient of species R in the bulk solution. ν 
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2.2.2 Geometrical Requirements for Quasi-Steady-State Voltammetry 
Finite element simulations demonstrate that a quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammogram requires a 
sufficiently short distance between the tip and the substrate. Figure 2-2 shows the effect of the tip-substrate 
distance, L, on iT-ES voltammograms as simulated for a tip with RG = 1.5. In this simulation, a reversible 
reaction (λO′ = 125) for a redox couple with identical diffusion coefficients (ξ=1) was driven at the whole 
substrate surface during the cycle sweep of substrate potential at σ = 0.01. At short tip-substrate distances of  
L ≤ 0.5,  an  iT-ES voltammogram in either feedback or SG/TC mode is retraceable on forward and reverse 
potential sweeps. The retraceable sigmoidal plot of iT versus ES corresponds to a quasi-steady-state 
voltammogram and not a true steady-state voltammogram. In fact, a transient peak-shaped voltammogram 
results from the plot of substrate current versus substrate potential under the same condition (the inset of 
Figure 2-2), confirming a time-dependent change in concentration profiles of redox mediators near the 
macroscopic substrate (Figure 2-8 in the Supporting Information). It is noteworthy that the wide range of 
substrate potentials in both cathodic and anodic regions far from E0′ is applicable under quasi-steady-state 
conditions to obtain an iT-ES voltammogram with the whole sigmoidal shape. In contrast, a true steady state 
is achieved for a reversible substrate reaction only at ES-E0′ ≥120mV on the forward sweep, where no 
substrate reaction occurs, i.e., zero current in a substrate voltammogram. Subsequently, only limiting 
currents in the traditional steady-state feedback mode3 are observed in this limited potential range. 
A quasi-steady-state tip current is obtained at a sufficiently short tip-substrate distance, where 
concentrations of redox mediators around the tip uniformly and instantaneously follow their concentrations 
at the substrate surface (Figure 2-8 in the Supporting Information), i.e., the tip sees substrate surface 
concentrations as bulk concentrations. In addition, substrate surface concentrations must quickly reach 
quasi-steady-state at different substrate potentials to give a retraceable iT-ES voltammogram. This 
requirement is satisfied under local equilibrium conditions at the substrate/solution interface with a 
reversible substrate reaction (see below). 
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In contrast to the short distance region, concentrations of redox mediators at longer distances from a 
macroscopic substrate do not instantaneously follow their substrate surface concentrations (Figure 2-8 in the 
Supporting Information). Therefore, longer tip-substrate distances of L ≥ 1.0 result in unretraceable iT-ES 
voltammograms under the same condition (Figure 2-2) where a reverse wave shifts toward more extreme 
potentials with respect to the corresponding forward wave. We also found that the current at a tip with 
smaller RG reaches quasi-steady state more quickly under practical conditions with DO ≠ DR (ξ≠1). For 
instance, a tip with RG = 1.5 gives quasi- steady-state voltammograms at σ= 0.01 and L = 0.25 in a range of 
0.5DO < DR <2DO that is typical for aqueous and organic electrolyte solutions (Figure 2-3a). 
As σ increases to 0.1 (Figure 2-9a in the Supporting Information), an iT-ES voltammogram with DO 
≠ DR slightly deviates from a quasi-steady-state behavior. The requirement of σ ≤ 0.01 for quasi-steady-state 
corresponds to a ≤ 3.3 μm in eq 3 with ν = 50 mV/s and DO = 5x10-6 cm2/s, thereby corresponding to  
d ≤ 0.81 μm at L = 0.25. Micrometer- or submicrometer-radius tips with RG = 1.5 can readily 
approach to such short distances from a substrate (see the Results and Discussion). 
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Figure 2-2. Reversible iT-ES voltammograms simulated for various tip-substrate distances (solid curves). 




In comparison, significantly smaller σ (≤0.001) is required for obtaining nearly quasi-steady-state 
voltammograms at a tip with RG = 10 under the same condition with DO≠DR (see Figure 2-3b and Figure 2-
9b in the Supporting Information for σ = 0.01 and 0.001, respectively). The requirements of a ≤ 1.0μm for σ 
≤ 0.001 and d ≤ 0.25μm for L=0.25 are difficult to be achieved using conventional tips with large RG (for 
instance, as in ref 24, a = ∼0.5 μm and RG =∼7 give L > 0.7). Overall, an SECM tip with small RG 
significantly facilitates the quasi-steady-state measurement of an iT-ES voltammogram under practical 
conditions.  
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Figure 2-3. Effect of DR/DO on iT–ES voltammograms simulated for L = 0.25 (solid curves). Closed circles 
represent 6 and 8 
 
This RG effect with ξ ≠1 is explained as follows. When oxidized and reduced forms of a redox 
couple have unequal diffusion coefficients, transient concentration profiles of these redox mediators in the 
tip-substrate gap relax toward the final quasi-steady-state profiles by their radial diffusion between the gap 
and the bulk solution as extensively simulated for tip chronoamperometry in both positive feedback15 and 
SG-TC16 modes. A shorter radial diffusion distance under a thinner insulating sheath surrounding the tip 
results in quicker attainment of quasi-steady state. 
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2.2.3 Requirement of Reversible Substrate Reaction for Quasi-Steady-State 
Voltammetry 
A dimensionless rate constant, λO′, was varied in finite element simulations to find that a substrate 
reaction must be reversible except under the tip to obtain the whole iT-ES voltammogram under quasi-
steady-state conditions. Figure 2-4 shows iT-ES voltammograms for a tip with RG = 1.5 as simulated for 
various λO′ values with R = 0.5, σ = 0.01, L = 0.25, and ξ = 1. Quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms are 
obtained only with λO′ ≥ 0.3 when substrate voltammograms are reversible or nearly reversible at this 
dimensionless scan rate (Figure 2-12 in the Supporting Information). This requirement of a reversible 
reaction at the exterior substrate surface for quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammetry is explained as follows. 
When a substrate reaction is reversible, substrate surface concentrations of redox mediators are always 
equilibrated with time-dependent substrate potentials. In fact, the convolution principle confirms that 
equilibrium concentrations of species O and R at the exterior substrate surface uniquely correspond to 
substrate potentials independent of the rate and direction of the potential sweep (eqs 23a and 23b in the 
Supporting Information). Eventually, equilibrium surface concentrations immediately control mediator 
concentrations around a narrow tip-substrate gap (Figure 2-8 in the Supporting Information), where local 
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Figure 2-4. Effect of normalized standard ET rate constant, 

O , on simulated  iT–ES voltammograms (solid 
curves). Simulated reversible curves are represented by black dotted lines, which nearly overlap with curves for  

O= 10. Closed circles represent eqs 6 and 8.  
 
In contrast, iT-ES voltammograms for kinetically limited substrate reactions at the exterior surface 
(λO′≤0.1 in Figure 2-4) are partially unretraceable around their foot. These voltammograms with slow 
substrate kinetics become retraceable at more extreme potentials, where a substrate reaction is diffusion- 
limited (for more detailed discussion, see the Supporting Information). These partially unretraceable iT-ES 
voltammograms are beyond the scope of this work and will be addressed in future work. 
2.2.4 Analytical Expressions for Quasi-Steady-State Voltammograms 
Quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms can be expressed using analytical equations as obtained by 
extending the theory of the tip voltammetric counterpart9 (see the Supporting Information for their 
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derivations).When the original mediator O is detected at the tip in the feedback mode (Figure 2-1b), the 
quasi- steady-state tip current in the normalized form, IT,O
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With  S  exp[F(ES  E
0 ) / RT ]        (7) 
 
where IT,d(L) is the normalized tip current under diffusion-limited positive feedback conditions. In 
addition, the normalized quasi-steady-state tip current in the SG/TC mode, IT,R
ST (ES,L) , is given by 
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Equations 6 and 8 are valid when a solution initially contains only species O as assumed in the 
Theory section. Alternatively, eqs 44 and 46 in the Supporting Information must be used for feedback and 
SG/TC modes, respectively, when only species R is initially present in the bulk solution. 
These analytical equations agree well (<1% error) with simulation results for both reversible 
(Figures 2-2, 2-3a, and Figure 2-11 in the Supporting Information) and quasireversible (λO′ ≥ 0.3 in Figure 
2-4) conditions under the tip with RG = 1.5 or 10 when DO =DR. These equations, however, are less 
accurate with DO ≠DR, where the assumption of local mass balance in the tip-substrate gap (eqs 28 and 48 in 
the Supporting Information) is not exact. With DO ≠ DR, the total concentration of redox molecules in the 
gap at quasi-steady-state is different from their initial total concentration because of their radial diffusion 
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between the gap and the bulk solution.15,16  Nevertheless, errors in eqs 6 and 8 increase only up to ∼4% for 
reversible redox couples with DR = 0.5DO or 2DO (Figure 2-3a and Figure 2-9b in the Supporting 
Information). 
2.2.5 Kinetic Analysis of a Pair of Quasi-Steady-State Voltammograms 
As recently discussed in detail for steady-state voltammetry,21,22 a pair of quasi-steady-state iT-ES 
voltammograms in both operation modes allows for the reliable determination of thermodynamic (E0′) and 
kinetic (R and k0) parameters even when a substrate reaction under a tip is nearly reversible. The shape of a 
nearly reversible quasi-steady-state voltammogram depends on kinetic parameters too weak to reliably 
determine both kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. For instance, an  iT-ES voltammogram with a 
relatively large λO′ value of 2 and a normal R value of 0.5 nearly overlaps with an iT-ES voltammogram with 
an anomalously large (or small) R value of 0.8 (or 0.2) by adjusting λO′ and E0′ accordingly for either 
feedback or SG/TC mode (Figures 2-12a and 2-12b in the Supporting Information, respectively). Different 
combinations of λO′ and E0′, however, must be used for curves in different operation modes to be 
superimposed with each other. This result indicates that the unique combination of thermodynamic and 
kinetic parameters can be obtained from a pair of quasi-steady- state iT-ES voltammograms for a nearly 
reversible substrate reaction under a tip. 
It should be noted that the kinetic analysis of a pair of quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms 
requires IT,d (L) and ξ values as obtained from the corresponding pair of limiting currents in feedback and 
SG/TC modes. The respective limiting currents are equivalent to IT,d(L) in eq 6 and - IT, d (L)/ξ in eq8 when 
the solution initially contains only species O. In contrast, a limiting current of -ξIT,d(L) is given by eq 46 in 
the Supporting Information for the SG/TC mode when only species R is initially present in the bulk 
solution. Noticeably, the knowledge of ξ is also required for the determination of E0′ from the position of a 





2.3 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
2.3.1 Chemicals 
Ferrocenemethanol (FcMeOH, Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) was recrystallized twice from hexane prior 
to use. All aqueous solutions were prepared with 18.3 MΩ cm deionized water (Nanopure, Barnstead, 
Dubuque, IA). 7,7,8,8-Tetracyano-quinodimethane (TCNQ, Aldrich) was recrystallized twice from acetone. 
Tetrabutylammonium (TBA) perchlorate (Aldrich) was used as organic supporting electrolytes in anhydrous 
acetonitrile (Aldrich). 
2.3.2 SECM Measurement  
Approximately 0.5 μm-radius Pt tips with a small RG of 1.5-2.5 (Figure 2-13c in the Supporting 
Information) were fabricated and characterized as described in the Supporting Information. A tip was 
brought within a short distance of <1 μm from a Pt substrate by monitoring the tip current in the positive 
feedback mode and was positioned at a fixed distance from the substrate during iT-ES voltammetry using a 
commercial SECM instrument with inchworm motors (CHI 900, CH Instruments, Austin, TX). An SECM 
stage was placed on a vibration isolation platform (model 63-533,TMC, Peabody, MA).The bipotentiostat 
of another SECM instrument (CHI 910B, CH Instruments) was employed to simultaneously monitor tip and 
substrate currents during the cyclic sweep of substrate potential. Positive currents at the tip and substrate 
correspond to the oxidation of 0.5 mM FcMeOH in 0.2 M NaCl or the reduction of 0.1 mM TCNQ in 0.1M 
TBAClO4. Subsequently, feedback and SG/TC tip responses for both mediators consistently appear in the 
upper and lower panels of the following graphs, respectively. A 2.5 mm-radius Pt disk electrode (Pine 
Research Instrumentation, Raleigh, NC) was employed as a substrate. The Pt substrate was polished with 
alumina paste slurry (0.05 μm) on microcloth pads (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL) and sonicated three times in 
deionized water for 5 min, in H2SO4 containing 3% H2Cr2O7 for 10 min, and again in deionized water for 15 
min. A 125 μm-radius Ag wire (99.9%, Aldrich) was coated with AgCl to serve as an aqueous reference 
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electrode. Inner and outer compartments of a double junction nonaqueous Ag reference electrode (BASi, 
West Lafayette, IN) were filled with acetonitrile solutions of 0.1 M TBAClO4 with and without 0.01 M 
AgNO3, respectively. 
 
2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
2.4.1 Reversible ET Reaction of FcMeOH 
A 0.48μm-radius Pt tip with RG = 1.5 was employed to obtain quasi-steady-state iT-ES 
voltammograms for FcMeOH at a 2.5 mm-radius Pt substrate (solid curves in Figure 2-5). Either in the 
feedback or SG/TC mode, a sigmoidal iT-ES voltammogram on the forward sweep of substrate potential 
completely overlaps with that on the reverse sweep. In contrast, simultaneously measured voltammograms 
at the macroscopic substrate are peak-shaped and transient (the inset of Figure 2-5). These results confirm 
that the retraceable iT-ES voltammograms were mainly obtained under quasi- steady-state conditions. 
True steady state was achieved only at ES < ∼40 mV on the forward sweep of substrate potential 
when the oxidation of FcMeOH at the substrate was negligible as estimated from the substrate 
voltammogram. Only limiting currents were obtained under the true steady-state conditions as employed for 
the traditional feedback mode,3 where the range of applicable substrate potentials is significantly limited. 
Noticeably, FcMeOH gives a reversible voltammogram at the macroscopic Pt substrate (with a peak 
separation of 60 mV in the inset of Figure 2-5),which is required for obtaining a quasi-steady-state iT-ES 
voltammogram. 
A pair of limiting currents in feedback and SG/TC modes at the same tip -substrate distance was 
analyzed to determine all transport parameters (d, DFcMeOH+, and DFcMeOH) . An enhanced limiting current in 
the feedback mode is equivalent to a total positive feedback current of IT,d(L) in eq 44 in the Supporting 
Information, thereby yielding tip-substrate distances of L=0.19-2.4 in eq 11 in the Supporting Information 
(d=91nm-1.1μm for a=0.48 μm). Interestingly, quasi-steady-state voltammograms were obtained at a long 
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tip-substrate distance of L =2.4 with the minimal tip-current enhancement of∼10%. This result confirms that 
quasi-steady-state does not require a feedback distance and is achieved at tip-substrate distances where 
concentrations of redox mediators uniformly and instantaneously follow their equilibrium substrate surface 
concentrations (Figure 2-8 in the Supporting Information). Moreover, limiting currents of -ξIT,d(L) in the 
SG/TC mode (eq 46 in the Supporting Information) at different tip-substrate distances give consistent ξ 
values of (DFcMeOH+/DFcMeOH)1/2 = 1.06±0.02, thereby yielding DFcMeOH+ = 8.8x 10-6 cm2/s for DFcMeOH = 
7.8x10-6 cm2/s as determined from iT,∞ at well characterized tips using eq 45 in the Supporting Information. 
All quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms thus obtained for FcMeOH are indistinguishable from 
theoretical voltammograms for reversible ET reactions at the whole surface of a macroscopic substrate 
(closed circles in Figure 2-5), thereby yielding consistent E0′ values of 157.8 ( 0.5 mV vs Ag/AgCl. These 
E0′ values agree with half-wave potentials of reversible tip voltammograms in the bulk solution and also 
with averages of anodic and cathodic peak potentials of reversible substrate voltammograms. The half-wave 
potentials and the averages of peak potentials, however, are based on the convolution of E0′ and ξ and are 
equivalent to E0′ only when ξ=1. In contrast, E0′ and ξ are separately obtainable from positions and limiting 
currents of a pair of quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms, respectively. This feature of quasi-steady-state 
iT-ES voltammetry will be useful for the study of redox couples with unequal diffusion coefficients, e.g., in 
room temperature ionic liquids.25 
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Figure 2-5. Quasi-steady-state iT–ES voltammograms for 0.5 mM FcMeOH (solid lines) as obtained using a 
0.48-µm-radius Pt tip with RG = 1.5 in feedback (top) and SG/TC (bottom) modes at various tip-substrate distances. 
The tip was held at 0.35 or 0.05 V vs Ag/AgCl for feedback or SG/TC modes, respectively. The substrate potential was 
cycled at 50 mV/s. Closed circles represent reversible theoretical voltammograms (eqs 28 and 30 supporting 
Information). The inset shows a reversible voltammogram as simultaneously measured at the substrate. 
 
Reversible iT-ES voltammograms for FcMeOH are consistent with a large k0 value of∼7cm/s for this 
mediator at nanometer- sized Pt tips (25-290 nm radius) as determined by tip voltammetry,10 where the tip 
potential was swept to oxidize FcMeOH while the substrate potential was fixed for the diffusion-limited 
reduction of FcMeOH+. This k0 value is 7-8 times larger than the largest mass transfer coefficients of 
DFcMeOH+/d=0.95cm/s and DFcMeOH/d=0.84cm/s at the shortest tip-substrate distance of 91 nm in Figure 2-5, 
which is larger than or barely comparable to tip-substrate distances of 18-122 nm required for obtaining 
kinetically limited nanotip voltammograms for FcMeOH.10 Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that our 
quasi-steady-state approach moves the range of applicable substrate potentials within (120 mV from E0′, 
which is comparable to the range of tip potentials required for slowing the nearly reversible oxidation of 
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FcMeOH at the Pt nanotips to determine the large k0 value. Overall, these comparisons indicate that the 
upper limit of measurable k0 values at substrates by quasi-steady- state iT-ES voltammetry should be 
comparable to that at tips by tip voltammetry when the same tip-substrate distance is employed. 
2.4.2 Nearly Reversible ET Reaction of TCNQ 
The one-electron reduction of TCNQ at a 2.5 mm-radius Pt electrode was investigated using a 0.53 
μm-radius Pt tip with RG = 1.9 (solid curves in Figure 2-6).  
Quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms thus obtained for TCNQ changed from reversible to nearly 
reversible as the tip was positioned closer to the Pt substrate, where tip-substrate distances were determined 
from limiting currents of IT,d(L) in the feedback mode using eq 11 in the Supporting Information. At 
relatively large distances of L = 1.9 and 0.92, the iT-ES voltammograms fit well with the corresponding 
reversible voltammograms (closed circles) as obtained from eqs 6 and 8 to give an E0′ value of -88mV vs 
Ag. In contrast, the iT-ES voltammograms at shorter tip-substrate distances of L=0.30and0.18are broader and 
shifted toward more extreme potentials in comparison to reversible voltammograms (dotted curves). The 
experimental voltammograms in both feedback and SG/TC modes fit very well with theoretical curves for 
nearly reversible substrate reactions under the tip (closed circles), thereby yielding a normal R value of 0.5 
and λO′ =4.0 and 2.5 at the respective distances in addition to the same E0′ value of -88 mV. The λO′ values 
correspond to consistent k0 values of 5.1 and 5.3 cm/s, respectively, which supports the reliability of this 
kinetic study. In contrast to reversible FcMeOH (Figure 2-5) with k0 =∼7cm/s, 10 similar k0 values for 
TCNQ result in a kinetic limitation at similar tip-substrate distances because of larger diffusion coefficients 
of TCNQ and its anion radical in acetonitrile as determined from limiting currents of -IT,d(L)/ξ in the SG/TC 
mode (eq 8). Specifically, ξ =1.13±0.05 thus obtained is comparable to a literature value of 1.039 and gives 
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Figure 2-6. Quasi-steady-state iT–ES voltammograms for TCNQ (solid lines)  The tip was held at -0.235 or 0 
V vs Ag for feedback or SG/TC modes, respectively. Substrate potential was cycled at 50 mV/s. The inset shows a 
reversible voltammogram simultaneously measured at the substrate (with a peak separation of 61mV). 
 
We carried out quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammetry for TCNQ at various lateral tip positions over 
the Pt substrate to obtain k0 values in the range of 3-7 cm/s (data not shown), which quantitatively reveals 
the heterogeneous electroactivity of the macroscopic Pt surface. These k0 values are larger than values of ∼1 
cm/s for TCNQ at Pt nanotips as determined by tip voltammetry.10 We ascribe this difference to a more 
rough surface of a polished Pt macroelectrode,26 which is confirmed by the direct contact of smooth Pt tips 
with Pt protrusions at the substrate surface (Figure 2-15 in the Supporting Information) and also by the 
observation of numerous spikes based on tunneling current between the tip and the protrusions near the 
contact distance (Figure 2-16 in the Supporting Information). Overall, the k0 values as obtained by iT-ES 
voltammetry in this work are effective values. These effective values are still much smaller than a value of 
∼2 x103 cm/s as expected from the Marcus theory for TCNQ with a large self-exchange rate constant of 4 x 
109 M-1 s-1.10 
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The k0 values of up to∼7cm/s thus determined for TCNQ by quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammetry 
are much larger than a k0 value of 0.42cm/s for the H2 oxidation at a Pt substrate,12 which had been the 
largest k0 value determined for a substrate reaction by SECM. In comparison to the previous SECM studies 
of substrate ET kinetics, sharper tips with smaller a  and RG were employed in this work to achieve shorter 
tip-substrate distances and, subsequently, higher mass-transport conditions. In addition, the determination of 
the large k0 values for TCNQ requires quasi-steady-state conditions. The intrinsically rapid reaction of 
TCNQ at a Pt substrate must be slowed at ES within ±120 mV from E0′ to observe a kinetic limitation 
(Figure 2-6). In contrast, only limiting currents are obtained for this rapid mediator under traditional steady-
state feedback conditions, where substrate potential must be positive enough with respect to E0' to avoid 
significant TCNQ reduction at the substrate (ES-E0′ >120mV on the forward potential sweep as estimated 
from the reversible substrate voltammogram in Figure 2-6). Moreover, the reliability of this kinetic 
measurement is improved significantly by employing both feedback and SG/TC modes under quasi-steady-
state conditions. Finite element simulations of nearly reversible substrate reactions under the tip, e.g., λO′ = 
2.0 in Figure 2-12 in the Supporting Information, indicate that a pair of quasi-steady-state voltammograms 
is essential for reliable determination of both thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for TCNQ with large 
λO' (= 4.0 and 2.5 in Figure 2-6). 
Finally, a good overlap between forward and reverse waves of a kinetically limited iT-ES 
voltammogram for TCNQ confirms the negligible contribution of an iR drop between substrate and 
reference electrodes to substrate potential. In contrast to the kinetic effect, the iR drop effect depends on the 
direction of the cyclic sweep of substrate potential to shift forward and reverse waves toward opposite 
directions, thereby yielding an unretraceable voltammogram under quasi-steady-state conditions. In fact, 
retraceable iT-ES voltammograms were obtained for TCNQ at a low concentration of 0.1 mM, which 
reduces the iR drop. Importantly, an iT-ES voltammogram at this low concentration is well-defined because 
an amperometric tip current is free from a charging current and is enhanced by the efficient mass transport 
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of redox mediators between the tip and the substrate. In contrast, a charging current is significant in the 
corresponding substrate voltammogram (the inset of Figure 2-6). Overall, no information from a substrate 
voltammogram is needed for the analysis of a quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammogram while the respective 
voltammograms provide global and local information about the electroactivity of the Pt substrate. 
 
2.5 CONCLUSIONS 
We developed a novel SECM approach to enable quasi- steady-state voltammetry of rapid ET 
reactions at macroscopic substrates. The wide range of substrate potentials is applicable under quasi-steady-
state conditions to cover both cathodic and anodic regions far from E0′, one of which reaches the limited 
range of substrate potentials employed in the traditional steady- state feedback mode.3 Subsequently, a pair 
of quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms is obtained in both feedback and SG/TC modes to enable the 
separate and reliable determination of all transport (DO, DR, and d), thermodynamic (E0′), and kinetic (R and 
k0) parameters. This quasi-steady-state approach requires a short tip-substrate distance and a reversible 
reaction at a macroscopic substrate except under the tip to be intrinsically suitable for the kinetic study of a 
rapid substrate reaction, which can be slowed at substrate potentials around E0' and probed both cathodically 
and anodically under high mass-transport conditions. In fact, k0 values of up to∼7 cm/s for TCNQ as 
obtained by this approach are the largest determined for a substrate reaction by SECM. A larger k0 value 
will be determinable by narrowing the tip-substrate gap, which requires a smoother substrate or a smaller tip 
as demonstrated for the tip voltammetric counterpart.10  
The quasi-steady-state approach developed in this work will find various applications beyond the 
study of rapid substrate reactions. For instance, the separate assessment of transfer coefficient for cathodic 
and anodic reactions will be important when the double layer or Marcus-Hush effect is significant.6 A 
voltammetric SG/TC measurement with a macroscopic substrate at quasi-steady state is complementary to 
the true steady-state counterpart with an ultramicroelectrode substrate as recently developed for the SG/TC 
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study of short-lived intermediates.19,20 Quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammetry at different lateral tip positions 
results in multiple images of a heterogeneous substrate surface based on topography (d), intrinsic 
electroactivity (k0), and ET mechanism (α). Moreover, a tip can be scanned at just outside of the feedback 
distances from a substrate at quasi-steady state to enable the feedback-free, direct imaging of the “surface 
concentration” of a target species generated or consumed at a substrate electrode. The imaging of an 
electrode surface concentration contrasts to the SG/TC imaging of a mediator concentration far from a 
substrate18 and, interestingly, rather resembles the surface plasmon resonance imaging of electrode 
reactions,27 which probes concentrations of both forms of a redox couple at the electrode surface. 
 
2.6 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
2.6.1 Finite Element Simulation 
The SECM diffusion problem defined in the Theory section was solved in a dimensionless form by 
employing the finite element method. A tip current, iT, was normalized with respect to a limiting current at 
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The reliability of our simulation results was further confirmed by the good agreement of simulated 





























































   (12) 
 
Model. A cylindrical coordinate was employed (Figure 2-7) to define time-dependent axisymmetric 









































   (13b) 
 
where cO(r, z, t) and cR(r, z, t) are concentrations of the respective redox mediators in the solution. 
Initially, only species O is present in the bulk solution, i.e., cO(r, z, 0) = cO* (the bulk concentration of O) 
and cR(r, z, 0) = 0. 
The cyclic sweep of substrate potential at a constant rate, ν, is initiated at t = 0 from ES >>E0′ toward 
the cathodic direction to drive a one-electron process at a macroscopic substrate as 




                        kf,s 
O + e     R         (14) 
                     kb,S 
where kf,S and kb,S are first-order heterogeneous rate constants. The rate constants are given by the 
Butler–Volmer relation as29  
 
         (15a) 
      (15b) 
 
The use of the Butler–Volmer model is justified in this work, which is mainly concerned about the 
simple substrate reactions that give a normal α value of 0.5 and reach a diffusion limitation at substrate 
potentials where the Marcus model may be more appropriate, |E – E0′| ≥ 0.15V for a redox couple with a 
reorganization energy of 1 eV.30 Boundary conditions at insulating walls surrounding a tip and simulation 
space limits are given in Figure 2-7.             
      
Figure 2-7. Geometry of a SECM diffusion problem in the cylindrical coordinate. The simulation space (light 
blue) is surrounded by seven boundaries (red, blue, and green lines). Boundary conditions at the tip and the substrate 
(red lines) are given in the text. There is no normal flux at symmetry axis and insulating surfaces (blue lines). 
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Simulation space limits are represented by green lines. The flux of species O at the red dot represents a substrate 
current.                              
Attached is the simulation result of a quasi-steady-state iT–ES voltammogram in the SG/TC mode 
for a nearly reversible substrate reaction under the tip (O  = 2) as obtained using the following 
dimensionless parameters. 
   
R = r/a           (16) 
Z = z/a           (17) 
 = 4DOt/a2          (18) 
CO(R, Z, ) = cO(r, z, t)/ cO
*
        (19a) 
CR(R, Z, ) = cR(r, z, t)/ cO
*
        (19b) 
Diffusion equations for species O and R in the solution phase (eqs 1a and 1b, respectively) were 








































       (20b) 
Dimensionless diffusion coefficients of 0.25 and 0.25/2 were used in eqs S10 and S11, 







































K = k0a/DO          (22) 
In the attached simulation result, K = 8 at L = 0.25 is equivalent toO  = 2. Other boundary 
conditions and initial conditions were also defined in dimensionless forms. The overall simulation space is 
large enough and does not control simulation results. 
2.6.2 Mediator Concentrations under Quasi-Steady-State Conditions.  
Figure 2-8 shows the simulated concentration profile of a substrate-generated species, R, detected at 
the tip at a diffusionlimited rate in the SG/TC mode. 
     
Figure 2-8. Simulated concentration profile of species R in the SG–TC mode for a reversible substrate 
reaction at ES =E0' and L = 0.25. See Figure 2-2 for other parameters. 
 
2.6.3 Effect of Unequal Diffusion Coefficients on iT–ES Voltammograms.  
Various DR values were employed to examine their effect on σ values required for obtaining quasi-
steady-state iT–ES voltammograms at a tip with RG = 1.5 or 10 (Figure 2-9) under the identical condition as 
employed for the simulation of voltammograms in Figure 2-3. With DR ≠ DO, a voltammogram at a tip with 
RG = 1.5 is slightly unretraceable at σ = 0.1 to give a little larger limiting current in the SG/TC mode than 
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expected from eq 8 (Figure 2-9a). With DR ≠ DO, a much smaller σ value of 0.001 is required for obtaining 
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Figure 2-9. Effect of DR/DO on iT–ES voltammograms (solid lines) for a reversible substrate reaction as 
obtained at a tip with RG = (a) 1.5 or (b) 10 at L = 0.25 in feedback (top) and SG/TC (bottom) modes. Closed circles 
represent eqs 6 and 8. 
 
2.6.4 Reversibility of Substrate Voltammograms.  
Figure 2-10 shows substrate voltammogramswith various O' values as obtained simultaneously 
with iT–ES voltammograms in Figure 4. At σ = 0.01,substrate voltammograms are reversible or nearly 
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Figure 2-10. Effect of normalized standard ET rate constant, O', on substrate voltammograms at σ =0.01 as 
simultaneously obtained with iT–ES voltammograms in Figure 2-4. 
 
2.6.5 Equilibrium Mediator Concentrations at the Surface of a Macroscopic 
Substrate.  
When a heterogeneous ET reaction is reversible at the surface of a macroscopic substrate except 




, for species O and R, 
respectively, are equilibrated with and uniquely correspond to substrate potentials as given by 
        (23a) 
        (23b) 
These equations were derived as follows using the convolution principle.31 When a solution initially 
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The combination of eq 25 with eqs 24a and 24b gives eqs 23a and 23b. 
2.6.6 Kinetically Limited iT–ES Voltammograms with Partially Retraceable Regions  
In Figure 2-4, iT–ES voltammograms for non-reversible substrate reactions with λO' ≤ 0.1 at σ = 0.01 
are retraceable at Es >> Epa and Es << Epc, where Epa and Epc are anodic and cathodic peak potentials of 
the corresponding substrate voltammograms. Under these diffusion-limited conditions at the exterior 
substrate surface, the corresponding concentrations of redox mediators are constant and identical on both 
forward and reverse potential sweeps. Conspicuously, iT–ES voltammograms in the feedback mode are 
retraceable at ES >> Epa, where substrate surface concentrations are unchanging from the corresponding 
bulk concentrations, i.e., and , on both forward and reverse potential sweeps to give the identical tip current 
under steady-state and quasi-steady-state conditions, respectively. The different conditions are associated 
with zero and finite substrate currents at Es >> Epa on the respective potential sweeps. Moreover, constant 
surface concentrations of and are maintained at Es << Epc. Therefore, the identical quasi-steady-state tip 
current is obtained in the SG/TC mode at Es << Epc on forward and reverse potential sweeps although the 






2.6.7 Analytical Equations for Quasi-Steady-State iT–ES Voltammograms  
In this section, eqs 6 and 8 are derived as analytical equations for quasi-steady-state iT–ES 
voltammograms in feedback and SG/TC modes, respectively, by extending the theory of quasi-steady-state 
tip voltammetry.32  
 Model and Assumptions. Analytical equations for quasi-steady-state tip currents at different 
substrate potentials were obtained by extending a model for an SECM-based thin layer cell (TLC). 32 In the 
extended model (Figure 2-11), the surface of a macroscopic substrate was divided into the TLC region 
under the tip and its exterior region. Different surface concentrations of redox mediators in the respective 








species R. These distinct surface 
concentrations are due to a higher mass-transport condition at the region under the TLC than at the exterior 
region. Accordingly, a quasireversible reaction was assumed at the TLC region of the substrate surface. At 
the same time, a reversible substrate reaction at the exterior surface was assumed as a requirement for 
obtaining the whole iT–Es voltammogram under quasi-steady-state conditions (see eqs 23a and 23b). In 
contrast, surface concentrations of redox mediators at the disk tip, and for species O and R, respectively, 
were assumed to be uniform.33 
    




The tip current in this leaky thin layer cell, iT, is approximated as the sum of the feedback (or 
SG/TC) current from the substrate under the TLC, iTLC, and the direct current from the bulk solution, ibulk, 
thereby yielding34 
iT(ES,L)  iTLC(ES,L)  ibulk (ES,L)        (26) 
The feedback (or SG/TC) current depends on the kinetics of a quasireversible ET reaction at the 














  (27) 
Mass balance in the TLC is also approximated to 




       (28) 
where the equality is satisfied only with DO = DR. 35,36 The direct current from the bulk solution at 
quasisteady state is determined by the tip–substrate distance and the concentration of a tip-detected species 
at the exterior surface of a macroscopic substrate (eq 23a or 23b for the feedback or SG/TC mode, 
respectively). This surface concentration is seen by a tip as a bulk concentration at short tip–substrate 
distances (Figure 2-8). 
Feedback Mode. Eq 6 was obtained for quasi-steady-state iT–ES voltammograms in the feedback 





L(2 /S  2S
1 / O  
2 1)
      (29) 
The direct tip current from the bulk solution at quasi-steady state is related to the concentration of 







f (L)        (30) 
where f(L) represents the dependence of ibulk on the tip–substrate distance. The combination of eq 26 
with eqs 29 and 30 gives the tip current in the feedback mode, iT,O
FB (ES,L) , as 
iT,O
FB (ES,L)  4xnFDOcO
*a

2xL(2 /S  2S














  (31) 
Moreover, f(L) is obtained from the diffusion-limited positive-feedback current at a tip, IT,d(L), 
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where eq 31 gives 
iT,O
FB (ES  E










     (33) 
The combination of eq 32 with eq 33 results in 
f (L)  IT,d (L) 

2xL(2 1)
        (34) 
Therefore, eq 31 is equivalent to 
iT,O
FB (ES,L)  4xnFDOCO
*a

2xL(2 /S  2S
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The normalization of 35 with respect to 

iT, (eq 1) gives eq 6. 
SG/TC Mode. Eq 8 was derived for the SG/TC mode. When the substrate-generated species, R, is 
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      (36) 
Also, the direct current from the bulk solution is given by the concentration of species R at the 
exterior 
substrate surface (eq 23b) as 




f (L)        (37) 
The combination of eq 32 with eqs 36 and 37 gives the tip current in the SG/TC mode, iT,R
ST (ES,L) , as 
iT,R

















  (38) 
Now, f(L) is obtained as follows. When the substrate potential is negative enough at 

ES  E
0 , eq 38  is 
equivalent to the diffusion-limited tip current as 
iT,R
ST (ES  E










     (39) 
This diffusion-limited tip current is also obtained from eq 9 as 
iT,R
ST (ES  E
0 ,L)  4xnFDRcO
*aIT,d(L)       (40) 







          (41) 
The comparison of eq 39 with eq 40 yields 
f (L)  IT,d(L)

2xL(2 1)
        (42) 
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Eq 8 is obtained by the normalization of eq 43 with respect to 

iT, (eq 1). 
 
2.6.8 Analytical Equations for Quasi-Steady-State iT–ES Voltammograms for 
Species R (FcMeOH).  
Quasi-steady-state iT–ES voltammograms for FcMeOH were analyzed using analytical equations as 
obtained when only species R is initially present in the solution. The corresponding tip current based on the 
oxidation of species R in the feedback mode is given as 
IT,R
FB (ES,L)  
2 
2xL(22S  2S

























Which  is normalized with respect to 

iT,  4xnFDRcR
*a          (45) 
where cR
*
is the bulk concentration of species R. In the SG/TC mode, the normalized tip current based on 
the reduction of species O is equivalent to 
IT,O
ST (ES,L)  
2 
2xL(2 /S  2S

























Derivations of eqs 34 and 46 are very similar to those of eqs 6 and 8 (see above) except for the 
following points. In the former case, a positive current is based on the oxidation of the original mediator R. 













  (47) 
The bulk concentration of species R is used for mass balance in the TLC as 
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where the equality is satisfied only with DO = DR.35,36 Concentrations of redox mediators at the 
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2.6.9 Effects of Thermodynamic and Kinetic Parameters  
Figure 2-11 show that a pair of quasisteady- state iT–ES voltammograms for a nearly reversible 
substrate reaction with (α, O', E0' mV) =(0.5, 2, 0) is uniquely defined. Voltammograms with different 
combinations of the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters can be superimposed with each other either for 
the feedback or SG/TC mode. Voltammograms in the other operation mode, however, are very different. 
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   = 0.8
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Figure 2-12. Effect of kinetic (α and O') and thermodynamic (E0') parameters on simulated quasisteady- state 
iT–ES voltammograms. A red curve with (α, O', E0' mV) = (0.5, 2, 0) is superimposed with black and blue curves (a) 
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for the feedback mode using (0.2, 0.25, –30) and (0.8, 10, 8), respectively, or (b) for the SG/TC mode using (0.2, 12.5, 
–10) and (0.8, 0.25, 30), respectively. Dotted lines represent reversible curves for E0' = 0 mV. 
 
2.6.10 Tip Fabrication and characterization.  
Approximately 0.5-μm-radius Pt tips with small RG of 1.5–2.5 were fabricated as reported 
elsewhere.37 A Pb-doped glass tube (o.d./i.d. = 1.5 mm/1.1 mm, 10 cm in length, Corning 8161, Warner 
Instruments, Hamden, CT) was used for tip insulation because of its high resistivity and slightly higher 
thermal expansion coefficient than that of Pt.38 The laser-based mechanical pulling of a glass-insulated Pt 
tip39,40 typically gave a = ~0.1 μm and RG = ~5 (Figure 2-13a). The glass layer surrounding the pulled tip 
was heated over the Pt-coil heater of a microforge (MF-900, Narishige, Tokyo, Japan) to melt and retract 
from the tip (Figure 2-13b). The exposition of the Pt tip from the thin glass layer was monitored in real time 
by using the high-magnification optical microscope of the microforge (×35 objective lens and ×15 
eyepiece). The focused ion-beam (FIB) milling41 of the heatannealed tip across the meniscus region of the 
glass layer gave a sharp tip with desirable inner and outer radii (Figure 2-13c). 
 a        b             c 
   
Figure 2-13. SEM images of pulled, heat-annealed, and FIB-milled Pt tips (from left to right). Scale bars are 
2 μm. 
  
The inner and outer radii of each FIB-milled tip were estimated from its scanning electron 
microscopic and focused ion beam images41 Due to slightly imperfect disk geometries of the metal and 
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surrounding glass (Figure 2-13c), apparent radii of a tip vary within ±10 % from average radii. The average 
values are consistent with values determined from approach curves to an insulating substrate,42 which agree 
very well with the corresponding theoretical curve43 (Figure 2-14). Noticeably, a contact between the tip and 
the smooth glass substrate occurs at a very short distance of L < 0.1 (L = 0.075 and d = 31nm for RG = 2.3 
in Figure 2-14). This result confirms that a FIB-milled tip is smooth and perpendicularly aligned with 
respect to the tip length.41 
   
Figure 2-14. An SECM approach curve to a glass substrate (open circles) as obtained for 0.1 mM TCNQ in 
acetnitrile/0.1 M TBAClO4 using a 0.42-μm-radius Pt tip with RG = 2.3 held at –0.1 V vs Ag. Probe scan rate, 22.5 
nm/s. The solid line represents a theoretical approach curve to an insulator (RG = 2.3 in ref. 43). 
  
Interestingly, a positive approach curve with a sharp FIB-milled tip to a Pt substrate shows a 
dramatic and quick increase in the tip current due to their direct contact at a short tip–substrate distance (L = 
0.18 and d = 86 nm in Figure 2-15). This result indicates a direct contact between the flat Pt tip and the 
highest protrusion from the macroscopic Pt surface under the tip (the inset of Figure 2-15), indicating the 
significant roughness of the substrate surface. Nevertheless, the excellent fit between experimental and 
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theoretical approach curves for the Pt substrate demonstrates that the most region of the substrate surface 
under the tip is flat enough to give well defined tip–substrate distances. 
 












Figure 2-15. An SECM approach curve to a 2.5-mm-radius disk Pt electrode (open circles) as obtained for 
0.5 mM FcMeOH in 0.2 M NaCl using a 0.48-μm-radius Pt tip with RG = 1.5. The tip and the substrate were held at 
0.35 and 0 V vs Ag/AgCl, respectively. Probe scan rate, 15.0 nm/s. The solid line represents a theoretical approach 
curve to a conductor (eq 11 from ref. 28). The inset shows a scheme for a contact between the flat tip and the highest 
protrusion at the polished Pt substrate. 
 
2.6.11 Observation of Current Spikes in iT–ES Voltammograms.  
Numerous current spikes were observed for FcMeOH and TCNQ in feedback and SG/TC modes 
when a tip was positioned very close to a contact distance. For instance, d = ~80 nm is obtained from the 
limiting current in the iT–ES voltammogram for TCNQ in the SG/TC mode as shown in Figure 2-16. In this 
example, current spikes were observed on the reverse sweep of substrate potential. Some of the spikes at –
0.1 V < ES < 0.0 V exceeded a measurable limit of –1.2 nA. We ascribe these current spikes to high 
tunneling current between the flat Pt tip and the protrusions at the rough Pt substrate (the inset of Figure 2-
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15). Similar current spikes were observed in a tip voltammogram at a roughly polished Pt nanotip 
positioned above a smooth Au substrate.39 
  
 
Figure 2-16. An iT–ES voltammogram for 0.1 mM TCNQ in acetonitrile/0.1 M TBAClO4 with a 2.5- mm-
radius disk Pt electrode (red line) as obtained using a 0.51-μm-radius Pt tip with RG = 2.0 in the SG/TC mode. The tip 
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3.0 GENERALIZED THEORY FOR NANOSCALE VOLTAMMETRIC MEASURMENTS OF 
HETEROGENEOUS ELECTRON-TRANSFER KINETICS AT MACROSCOPIC 
SUBSTRATES BY SCANNING ELECTROCHEMICAL MICROSCOPY 
 
This work has been published as Shigeru Amemiya, Nikoloz Nioradze, Padmanabhan Santhosh, and 
Michael J. Deible, Generalized Theory for Nanoscale Voltammetric Measurements of Heterogeneous 
Electron-Transfer Kinetics at Macroscopic Substrates by Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy, Anal. 




Here we report on a generalized theory for scanning electrochemical microscopy to enable the 
voltammetric investigation of a heterogeneous electron-transfer (ET) reaction with arbitrary reversibility 
and mechanism at the macroscopic substrate. In this theory, we consider comprehensive nanoscale 
experimental conditions where a tip is positioned at a nanometer distance from a substrate to detect the 
reactant or product of a substrate reaction at any potential in the feedback or substrate generation/tip 
collection mode, respectively. Finite element simulation with the Marcus–Hush–Chidsey formalism predicts 
that a substrate reaction under the nanoscale mass transport conditions can deviate from classical Butler–
Volmer behavior to enable the precise determination of standard ET rate constant and reorganization energy 
for a redox couple from the resulting tip current–substrate potential voltammogram as obtained at quasi-
steady state. Simulated voltammograms are generalized in the form of analytical equations to allow for 
reliable kinetic analysis without the prior knowledge of the rate law. Our theory also predicts that a limiting 
tip current can be controlled kinetically to be smaller than the diffusion-limited current when a relatively 
inert electrode material is investigated under the nanoscale voltammetric conditions. 
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Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) has been successfully applied for the investigation 
of heterogeneous electron-transfer (ET) reactions at various electroactive substrates comprised of metals, 
semiconductors, and carbons as well as those modified with monolayers and polymers.1, 2 Most of these 
SECM studies of important electrode materials are based on steady-state feedback measurements.3 Steady-
state conditions facilitate imaging of heterogeneous substrate surfaces and kinetic mapping of "hot" spots, 
and simplify the measurement and analysis of an approach curve, a plot of tip current versus tip–substrate 
distance, from which a local ET rate constant can be determined conveniently using analytical equations.4 
The feedback mode is also useful for the quantitative study of heterogeneous ET kinetics at unconventional 
substrates such as unbiased conductors,5 air/water interfaces,6 liquid/liquid interfaces,7 and biological cells.8 
SECM has also emerged as a vital tool in nanoelectrochemistry9, 10 to realize unprecedentedly fast 
kinetic measurements of electrode reactions under extremely high mass transport conditions. The 
powerfulness of the feedback mode with nanometer distances between the SECM tip and the substrate was 
demonstrated in the kinetic study of rapid ET reactions at nanotips,11, 12 the electrogeneration and detection 
of short-lived intermediates,13 and the electrochemical detection of single molecules.14-16 Alternatively, 
nanoscale mass transport conditions can be achieved even with micrometer tip–substrate distances when 
individual nanobands17-19 and single-walled carbon nanotubes20 are investigated as SECM substrates. 
Recently, we developed a powerful SECM method based on both feedback and substrate 
generation/tip collection (SG/TC) modes to enable quasi-steady-state voltammetry of rapid ET reactions at 
macroscopic substrates by employing nanometer tip–substrate distances.21 With this method, the reactant, 
O, or product, R, of a reversible substrate reaction (O + e → R) is amperometrically detected at the tip in the 
feedback or SG/TC mode, respectively, during the cyclic sweep of substrate potential, ES, across the formal 
potential of the redox couple, E0'. Despite the voltammetric growth of a planar diffusion layer at the 
macroscopic substrate, the tip current, iT, in either operation mode immediately reaches quasi-steady state at 
nanometer tip–substrate distances, where concentrations of a reversible redox couple are always 
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equilibrated with substrate potential. Moreover, the resulting high mass transport of redox mediators across 
the narrow tip–substrate gap kinetically limits the rapid ET reaction at the substrate surface under the tip. 
Advantageously, a pair of quasi-steady-state iT– ES voltammograms thus obtained in feedback and SG/TC 
modes allow for the reliable determination of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters in the Butler-Volmer 
(BV) model as well as all transport parameters. A standard ET rate constant, k0, of 7 cm/s was determined 
by nanoscale iT– ES voltammetry at tip–substrate distances of ~90 nm as one of the largest k0 values 
reported for heterogeneous ET reactions.10, 22 In contrast, we predict in this work that, except for these 
fastest ET reactions, the BV model is not appropriate under high mass transport conditions as practiced for 
the various nanoscale SECM measurements. 
Here we report on a generalized theory for nanoscale iT–ES voltammetry of substrate reactions with 
arbitrary reversibility and mechanism under comprehensive experimental conditions including any substrate 
potential and both feedback and SG/TC modes. We employ the Marcus–Hush–Chidsey (MHC) formalism 
for heterogeneous outer-sphere ET reactions23-25 to enable time-dependent finite element simulations of 
nanoscale iT–ES voltammograms for various kinetic regimes beyond the limit of BV kinetics. The MHC 
model is more realistic at large overpotentials where ET rate constants become smaller than predicted by 
BV kinetics and eventually become overpotential-independent in contrast to classical Marcus "inverted" 
behavior.26 This limiting behavior at extreme overpotentials is due to the continuum of electronic states in 
the electrode and was observed by chronoamperometry of redox centers attached to metal and carbon 
ultramicroelectrodes.27 Also, the manifestation of a limiting ET rate constant for a diffusional system has 
been theoretically predicted for steady-state voltammetry at disk nanoelectrodes24 and single-walled carbon 
nanotubes28 and also reported for cyclic voltammetry of outer-sphere redox couples at gold macroelectrodes 
modified with self-assembled monolayers of insulating alkanethiols.29 
Importantly, nanoscale iT–ES voltammograms thus simulated for both feedback and SG/TC modes are 
generalizable in the form of analytical equations. These equations allow for the determination of an ET rate 
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constant from a tip current without the prior knowledge of the rate law to reveal the potential-dependence of 
both cathodic and anodic processes at the substrate from the paired voltammograms. The feasibility of the 
SECM observation of MHC voltammetric responses at relatively inert electrode materials is theoretically 
assessed using the numerical and analytical approaches with kinetic parameters as determined by cyclic 




As reported elesewhere,21 our model is defined in a cylindrical coordinate, where a disk-shaped 
SECM tip is faced in parallel to the surface of a disk-shaped substrate. The disk radius of the macroscopic 
substrate is 50 times larger than the tip radius, a, and is large enough not to affect simulation results. 
Feedback and SG/TC modes of SECM are employed to monitor a first-order one-electron process at a 
macroscopic substrate as given by 
            kS,f 
   O + e →R         (1) 
           kS,b 
where kS,f and kS,b are first-order heterogeneous ET rate constants. The cathodic rate constant is defined by 
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where  (eV) is the reorganization energy of the redox couple and ε is an integration variable. The potential-
independence of k0 in this model implies that the density of states in the electrode is constant and 
independent of the potential and that the electronic interaction between a redox molecule and each energy 
level in the electrode is independent of the energy level and of the neighboring levels.31 Alternatively, the 
BV model gives 
 
kS,f  k
0 exp(E*)           (6) 
where  is the transfer coefficient. In either model, the Nernst equation must be satisfied at equilibrium, 
which requires25 
 
kS,b  kS,f exp(E
*)           (7) 
Finite element simulations were carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics (version 4.1, COMSOL, 
Inc., Burlington, MA) linked to Matlab (version 2010b, MathWorks, Natick, MA). The potential-
dependence of cathodic (eq 2) and anodic (eq 7) rate constants, i.e., kS,f/k0 and kS,b/k0, respectively, were 
evaluated for various * values using Matlab and Mathematica (version 7, Wolfram Research, Inc., 
Champaign, IL) to find that outcomes of these two approaches agree very well with each other (Figure 1). 
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Figure 3-1. Potential-dependent parts of MHC ET rate constants, kS,f/k0 and kS,b/k0, for reduction and 
oxidation, respectively, at the substrate as evaluated using Matlab for * = (a. a') 20, (b, b') 40, and (c, c') 60 as well as 
using Mathematica (circles). Dotted lines represent substrate potentials where 99 % of klim is achieved for * = (d, d') 
20, (e, e') 40, and (f, f') 60 at 298 K (see eq 9). Dashed lines represent BV kinetics with  = 0.5 
 
Our results also confirm that >99% of klim is achieved when overpotential (equivalent to ES – E0' in 
this work) is large enough with respect to  to satisfy the following conditions24 
ES  E
0  1.35 
7.7RT
F
          (9) 
Potential-dependent parts of rate constants thus calculated using Matlab were called externally from 
COMSOL Multiphysics through Livelink Matlab to define the boundary condition at the substrate surface. 
Two-dimensional, time-dependent diffusion problems for SECM were solved using the following 
dimensionless parameters as reported elsewhere21 
O  k
0d / DO   (dimensionless standard ET rate constant)    (10) 
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L  d / a   (dimensionless tip–substrate distance)     (11) 
  a2Fv / 4DORT  (dimensionless sweep rate for substrate potential)   (12) 
  DO / DR  (dimensionless diffusion coefficient ratio)    (13) 
where d is the tip–substrate distance, v is the sweep rate for substrate potential, and DO and DR are diffusion 
coefficients of species O and R, respectively, in the bulk solution. Unfortunately, "simulation report" cannot 
be generated using the version 4.1 of COMSOL Multiphysics. Simulation files used for this work are 
available upon request. 
A tip current was calculated for the diffusion-limited amperometric detection of the original 
mediator, O, in the feedback mode or the substrate-generated species, R, in the SG/TC mode to give a pair 
of iT–ES voltammograms at the same tip–substrate distance. A tip current was obtained in the normalized 
form (eq 20) with respect to the diffusion-limited current for species O at the tip in the bulk solution, iT(∞), 
as given by 
iT()  4xnFDOcO
*a           (14) 
where x is expressed by eq 2132 as a function of RG (= rg/a; rg is the outer tip radius, and RG = 1.5 and, 
correspondingly, x = 1.16 are employed in this work), n = 1 for a one-electron process considered in this 
model (eq 1), and cO
*  is the concentration of the original mediator in the bulk solution. The x values 
simulated for different RG values at L = 50 agree with theoretical values given by eq 22, thereby validating 
our simulation results. The dimensionless flux of species O at the macroscopic substrate represents a 
substrate current. Positive tip (and substrate) currents are based on reduction of the original mediator. 







3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.3.1 Simulations of Nanoscale iT–ES Voltammograms Based on the MHC  
Formalism 
Dimensionless kinetic parameters, * (eq 4) and O  (eq 10), in the MHC formalism were 
systematically varied to simulate iT–ES voltammograms for various kinetic regimes at nanoscale tip–
substrate distances (Figures 3-2, 3-7, and 3-8 for * = 40, 60, and 20, respectively). These * values 
correspond to realistic  values of 0.5–1.5 eV at 298 K (i.e., 12–36 kcal/mol) as estimated theoretically33 or 
determined experimentally29, 34, 35 for various outer-sphere redox mediators (Table 3-1). Characteristic 
features of the MHC behavior were fully demonstrated by varying O  in a wide range, e.g., from 10 to 10
–6 
for * = 40 (Figure 3-2). In addition, the tip–substrate distance and time scale of simulations were set to L = 
0.25 and  = 4  10–4, respectively, which are small enough to give quasi-steady-state iT–ES voltammograms 
at any ES when the reaction at the macroscopic substrate is reversible.21 Also, these small L and  values can 
be achieved experimentally using an inlaid disk tip with a submicrometer21 or nanometer11 radius. For 
instance, a sharp SECM tip with a = ~0.5 µm and RG = 1.5–2.5 can be readily positioned within L = 0.25 (d 
= 0.125 µm in eq 11) from the substrate surface.21 This small L value is also achievable using carefully 
polished and aligned nanotips.11 With a ≤ 0.5 µm, the cyclic sweep of substrate potential at v ≤ 100 mV/s is 
equivalent to  ≤ 4  10–4 for a redox mediator with a typical DO value of 5  10–6 cm2/s (see eq 12). In 
addition, DO = DR ( 1) was assumed for simplicity although a reversible redox couple with DO ≠ DR 
gives a quasi-steady-state iT–ES voltammogram in either feedback or SG/TC mode with such small  and 
RG (= 1.5).21 
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Figure 3-2. Simulated iT–ES voltammograms based on the MHC formalism with * = 40 and log O  = (a, a') 
1, (b, b') 0, (c, c') –1, (d, d') –2, (e, e') –3, (f, f') –4, (g, g') –5, and (h, h') –6. Dotted lines correspond to substrate 
potentials where 99 % of klim is achieved at 298 K (see eq 9). 
 
Simulation results with either BV21 or MHC model demonstrate that the reversibility of the reaction 
at the macroscopic substrate controls substrate potentials where a steady-state or quasi-steady-state tip 
current is obtained in iT–ES voltammetry. The whole iT–ES voltammogram in either feedback or SG/TC 
mode is obtained under steady-state or quasi-steady-state conditions to be sigmoidal and completely 
retraceable at any substrate potential on its cyclic sweep (O  = 10 and 1 in Figure 3-2) when the reaction at 
the macroscopic substrate is reversible as confirmed by simulated cyclic voltammograms (CVs) at the 
substrate (Figure 3-9). Note that the substrate reaction with O  = 1 is locally quasi-reversible under the tip, 
thereby yielding a broader iT–ES voltammogram than the reversible counterpart with O  = 10. On the other 
hand, the tip current does not always reach to steady state or quasi-steady state when the reaction at the 
macroscopic substrate is kinetically limited to give a non-nernstian substrate CV (O  ≤ 0.1 in Figure 3-9). 
The corresponding iT–ES voltammograms (Figure 3-2) are retraceable only if substrate potentials are far 
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enough from E0' to drive the reaction at the macroscopic substrate to a diffusion limit. Irretraceable portions 
of the voltammograms around ES = E0' are transient and give higher current on the forward (or reverse) 
potential sweep in the feedback (or SG/TC) mode. The substantial current in the feedback mode around ES 
= E0' on the forward sweep is due to negative feedback effect at the tip, where mediator molecules diffuse 
from the bulk solution to be electrolyzed without being regenerated at the practically inert substrate surface 
in this potential range. In the SG/TC mode, mediator molecules are generated at the whole substrate surface 
on the forward sweep to be detected at the tip on the reverse sweep, where the magnitude of the tip current 
around ES = E0' is close to that of the negative feedback current expected at this tip–substrate distance. 
Unique voltammetric features of MHC responses are seen in retraceable portions of iT–ES 
voltammograms. These features are similar to those predicted for steady-state voltammograms at disk 
electrodes24 except that they are completely sigmoidal without an irretraceable portion. Specifically, the 
retraceable portion of an iT–ES voltammogram based on the MHC mechanism becomes broader than that 
based on the BV mechanism with  = 0.5 when a substrate reaction is slow enough, for instance, O 10
1
 
with * = 40 (Figure 3-2). Importantly, this requirement is achieved even with relatively fast substrate 
reactions under nanoscale mass transport conditions, e.g., O 10
1
 in eq 9 with DO = 5  10–6 cm2/s 
corresponds to k0 < 0.1 and <1 cm/s at d = 50 and 5 nm, respectively. In other words, the BV model breaks 
down at d = 5 nm except for fastest ET reactions (k0 > 1 cm/s) reported so far.10, 22 More strikingly, the 
limiting current of an iT–ES voltammogram for a slower reaction, for instance, O 10
3
 with * = 40, 
becomes smaller than the diffusion-limited current as observed with O 10
3
. This smaller limiting current 
is controlled by klim at extreme substrate potentials (see eqs 8 and 9).24 Interestingly, this result indicates that 
an approach curve to a metal at this kinetic limit is more negative than the diffusion-limited positive 
feedback curve (see below). Overall, broad shapes and low kinetic limiting currents of steady-state and 
quasi-steady-state MHC responses are observed more readily for a redox couple with smaller *, 
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subsequently, with larger O  and at less extreme potentials (see Figures 3-7 and 3-8 for 
* = 60 and 20, 
respectively).  
 Noticeably, retraceable portions of iT–ES voltammograms in feedback and SG/TC modes display 




*)  in the MHC formalism25 (see eqs 2 and 7). In contrast, retraceable portions of iT–ES 
voltammograms based on the BV mechanism display inversion symmetry only if  = 0.521 (Figure 3-10). In 
either mechanism, inversion symmetry is compromised in irretraceable portions around ES = E0' due to 
concentration inequalities25 between feedback and SG/TC modes. 
3.3.2 Determination of Kinetic Parameters from MHC Responses 
Here we demonstrate that  O  and 
*  (and subsequently k0 and ) in the MHC mechanism can be 
determined precisely by nanoscale iT–ES voltammetry when a reaction at the macroscopic substrate is slow 
enough to reveal the dependence of its rate on reorganization energy at large overpotentials without a 
diffusion limit. The specific conditions required for the complete kinetic analysis of a MHC response is 
assessed by comparing iT–ES voltammograms of redox couples with * = 40 and 60 in the feedback mode. 
Such a comparison of the corresponding voltammograms in the SG/TC mode does not provide additional 
kinetic information because of the inversion symmetry of the paired voltammograms. 
 The precision of   O and 
* values that are determined from a MHC voltammetric response 
depends on the range of substrate potentials where the retraceable portion of an iT–ES voltammogram is 
observed. With  O  = 0.1 (Figure 3a), iT–ES voltammograms with 
* = 40 and 60 (circles and solid line, 
respectively) are indistinguishable and barely broader than the iT–ES voltammogram based on BV kinetics 
with  = 0.5 (dotted line). In this kinetic regime, only   can be determined uniquely from an iT–ES 
voltammogram, which is independent of *. This result confirms that the MHC mechanism and the BV 
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mechanism with  = 0.5 are equivalent in the potential region in the vicinity of E0' (see Figure 3-1).24 As  
O decreases to 10
–2 and then to 10–3 (Figures 3-3b and 3-3c, respectively), an iT–ES voltammograms based 
on the MHC mechanism becomes broader and shifts toward more extreme potentials than expected from the 
BV mechanism with  = 0.5. Moreover, an iT–ES voltammogram with smaller * is broader for a given. 
Nevertheless, iT–ES voltammograms with * = 40 and 60 are nearly indistinguishable for  O = 10
–2 because 
they overlap with each other when slightly smaller   is employed for * = 60 (dashed line). In contrast, such 
adjustment does not superimpose iT–ES voltammograms with * = 40 and 60 for a slower substrate reaction 
with  O  = 10
–3, thereby enabling the separate determination of   and *. Eventually, * can be determined 
most precisely when   is small enough to kinetically control a limiting current. With   O = 10
–4 (Figure 3-
3d), an iT–ES voltammogram with * = 40 gives a kinetic limiting current at substrate potentials where the 
diffusion-limited current is observed for * = 60 in the range of  O  = 10
–4–10–5. Moreover, the iT–ES 
voltammograms with * = 60 are much steeper than the voltammogram with * = 40.  
 Overall, the MHC response that is unique with a typical *  value of 40 is seen with   ≤ 10–3, which 
corresponds to k0 ≤ 10–3 cm/s in eq 10 with DO = 5 x 10–6 cm2/s and d = 50 nm. Such low k0 values have 
been reported for outer-sphere redox mediators at relatively inert electrode materials such as HOPG (Table 
3-1). In addition, reliable kinetic analysis requires the potential window that is wide enough to observe at 
least the retraceable portion of a broad voltammogram based on the MHC mechanism. These requirements 
are assessed below. 
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(d) 'O = 1  10
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(c) 'O = 1  10
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Figure 3-3. Simulated iT–ES voltammograms based on MHC kinetics with * = 40 (circles) and 60 (solid 
lines) and BV kinetics with  = 0.5 (dotted lines). Dashed lines represent MHC responses with * = 60 and O  = (b) 
7.5 × 10–3, (c) 5 × 10–4, and (d) 1 × 10–5. 
 
The accurate determination of kinetic parameters from an iT–ES voltammogram based on the MHC 
mechanism requires the discrimination of a MHC response from a BV response. In fact, a steady-state 
voltammogram based on the MHC mechanism can be fitted with that based on the BV mechanism to yield 
erroneous  and k0 values.24 Importantly, a MHC response can be unambiguously discriminated from a BV 
response by measuring a pair of iT–ES voltammograms in both feedback and SG/TC modes. Such a pair of 
voltammograms based on the MHC mechanism display inversion symmetry against E0' in contrast to the 
corresponding pair of iT–ES voltammograms based on the BV mechanism with   0.5. Specifically, a broad 
iT–ES voltammogram based on the MHC mechanism in the feedback (or SG/TC) mode can be fitted well 
using the BV model with incorrectly large k0 and anomalously large (or small) , which compromises 
inversion symmetry (Figure 3-4a). Subsequently, the corresponding MHC voltammogram in the SG/TC (or 
feedback) mode cannot be fitted with the much steeper voltammogram based on the BV model, thereby 
revealing its inappropriateness in this kinetic regime. Advantageously, a pair of iT–ES voltammograms in 
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feedback and SG/TC modes are obtained simply by setting the tip potential within an appropriate range in 
the presence of only oxidized or reduced form of a redox couple in the bulk solution.21 In contrast, both 
oxidized and reduced forms of a redox couple must be prepared and stable in the bulk solution to obtain a 
pair of steady-state voltammograms at ultramicroelectrodes, which was proposed to avoid the erroneous 
analysis of a MHC response using the BV model.24 Noticeably, reliable kinetic analysis using a pair of 
steady-state voltammograms was demonstrated both theoretically36 and experimentally37, 38 for nanopipet 



























Figure 3-4. Simulated iT–ES voltammograms based on the MHC formalism (solid lines) with * = 40 and O  
= (a) 1  10–3 and (b) 1  10–5. Dashed and dotted lines represent simulated iT–ES voltammograms based on BV 
kinetics with (a) O  = 5  10
–2 and α = 0.60 and 0.40, respectively, and (b) O  = 9  10
–3 and α = 0.82 and 0.18, 
respectively. 
 
Additionally, the irretraceable portion of an iT–ES voltammogram is useful for the discrimination of 
a MHC response from a BV response when a substrate reaction is slow enough to give a plateau current 
around ES = E0' (Figures 3-4b). Since a slower substrate reaction gives the low plateau current in a wider 
range of substrate potentials, irretraceable portions of iT–ES voltammograms based on MHC and BV 
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mechanisms are not superimposed when erroneously large O  is employed in the BV model to fit 
retraceable portions with each other (Figure 3-4b). Moreover, this fitting procedure requires the adjustment 
of the diffusion-limited current of the BV response to the kinetic limiting current of the MHC response, 
which is detected as an error in the tip–substrate distance.21 Overall, the discrimination of a MHC response 
from a BV response in this slow kinetic regime requires only feedback or SG/TC mode, which is useful 
when only one of the very broad voltammograms is observable within the potential window. 
 It should be noted that the symmetric broadening of a pair of iT–ES voltammograms due to the MHC 
effect can be discriminated from their asymmetric broadening due to the effect of electrical double layer on 
a substrate reaction. The asymmetric double-layer effect on rates of forward and reverse substrate reactions 
results from (i) different charges of oxidized and reduced forms of a redox couple and (ii) different 
potentials for their electrolysis at the outer Helmholtz plane.39 For instance, the double-layer effect is 
negligible in the feedback (or SG/TC) mode based on the substrate reaction of an electrically neutral form 
but can be significant in the SG/TC (or feedback) mode based on the reverse reaction of the other form, 
which must be charged. A distinction between MHC and double layer effects illustrates the advantage of a 
pair of steady-state (or quasi-steady-state) voltammograms based on forward and reverse reactions against a 
single sigmoidal voltammogram dominated by one of the reactions. 
 
3.3.3 Analytical Equations for Nanoscale iT– ES Voltammograms 
The retraceable portion of an iT– ES voltammogram in either feedback or SG/TC mode is obtained under 
steady-state or quasi-steady-state conditions and, subsequently, can be represented by analytical equations 
to facilitate its kinetic analysis even when the rate law is unknown (see below). In the steady-state feedback 




IT(L,ES)  IT,PF (L 1 / ,RG)
IT,NF (L,RG)1
(1 2.47RG0.31L)(1 L0.006RG0.113310.0236RG0.91)







            (16) 
where IT,PF and IT,NF represent normalized tip currents in purely positive and negative feedback conditions 
and are given by eqs 22 and 24, respectively. Eq 15 fits very well with retraceable portions of the 
voltammograms simulated for the feedback mode in slow kinetic regimes including those with kinetic 
limiting currents (top panels of Figure 3-11). For this comparison, potential-dependent kS,b values in eq 15 
were calculated from a combination of eqs 2 and 7 using Mathematica (see Figure 1). Interestingly, eq 15 is 
also applicable for the SG/TC mode when kS,b is replaced by kS,f in eq 16 and DO = DR ( 1) is assumed 
(bottom panels of Figure 3-11). Overall, good fits as obtained with eq 15 demonstrate that an iT–ES 
voltammogram in either operation mode is retraceable when a substrate reaction under the tip is totally 
irreversible and opposite to the tip reaction. In addition, eq 15 agrees well with low plateau currents around 
ES = E0' on forward and reverse potential sweeps in feedback and SG/TC modes, respectively. This 
agreement is slightly compromised for the latter mode because the substrate-generated species continuously 
diffuses away from the substrate surface to the bulk solution in this plateau-current region. Due to the 
resulting concentration inequalities,25 inversion symmetry between the forward feedback wave and the 
reverse SG/TC wave is compromised. 
 We also propose the following analytical equations for feedback and SG/TC modes, which are more 
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ST (ES,L)  
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   (18) 
where IT,O
FB (ES,L)  and IT,R
ST (ES,L)  represent normalized tip currents for the respective operation modes, S = 
exp(E*), and IT,lim(L) is the normalized limiting current. In comparison to eq 15, eqs 17 and 18 can be more 
easily solved for kS,b and kS,f as functions of the tip current while klim must be determined from IT,lim(L) using 
eq 15. Subsequently, a pair of plots of kS,f or kS,b versus ES, e.g., Figure 1, can be obtained from a pair of iT– 
ES voltammograms in feedback and SG/TC modes to reveal the potential-dependence of both anodic and 
cathodic processes at the substrate. 
Noticeably, eqs 17 and 18 are valid under steady-state and quasi-steady-state conditions21 and do not 
reproduce irretraceable portions of a voltammogram (Figure 3-11). 
 Analytical equations are useful for the analysis of approach curves, for which eq 15 was originally 
applied.4 Figure 3-5 shows approach curves generated using eq 15 with the MHC formalism, where kS,b at 
various overpotentials were calculated using eqs 2 and 7 with * = 40. In this example, the slow substrate 
reaction that corresponds to O  = 10
–5 at d/a = 0.25 as used for curves g and g’ in Figure 3-1 was 
considered to emphasize the difference between MHC and BV mechanisms. As overpotential becomes more 
positive, i.e.,  becomes larger, the corresponding approach curve based on the MHC mechanism becomes 
more positive and then reaches to a kinetically limited curve (curve a), which is more negative than the 
purely positive feedback curve expected for the BV mechanism (dotted line). 
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Figure 3-5. Theoretical approach curves (solid lines) calculated using eq 15 with the MHC formalism for * = 
40 and  = (a) 6.7, (b) 2.8, (c) 1.1, and (d) 0.15. Dotted and dashed lines represent purely positive (eq 23) and negative 
(eq 22) feedback curves, respectively.   
 
3.3.4 Experimental Observation of MHC Limiting Current 
Here we consider the low-defect basal plane surface of HOPG as a model substrate to quantitatively 
predict that the kinetic limiting current of a MHC voltammetric response will be observable at such a 
relatively inert electrode by employing nanoscale iT–ES voltammetry. Estimated  values33 and experimental 
k0 values40, 41 for various redox mediators at the HOPG surface were used to obtain klim from eq 8 by 
assuming that the MHC formalism is valid also for semi-metallic HOPG.33 With a klim value, normalized 
limiting currents, IT,lim, at L = 0.25 were calculated using eq 15 with a = 20 and 200 nm, i.e., d = 5 and 50 
nm, respectively, and DO = 5 x 10–6 cm2/s. The comparison of IT,lim with the diffusion-limited IT,PF value 
(Table 3-1) indicates that mass transport across 5–50 nm-wide tip–substrate gaps is efficient enough to exert 
significant kinetic effect on a limiting current for redox mediators with  = 0.6–1.3 eV including MV2+/+ 
(MV = methylviologen), IrCl62–/3–, Fc(COOH)2+/0 (1,1'-dicarboxyferrocene), W(CN)83–/4–, Ru(CN)63–/4–, and 
Fe(CN)63–/4–. Moreover, broad iT– ES voltammograms of these mediators in the feedback (or SG/TC) mode 
are observable within the potential limit of HOPG, which is wider than ±1.0 V versus SCE42 and satisfies eq 
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9 for these mediators in the corresponding operation mode (Table 3-1). In contrast, Ru(NH6)63+/2+ and 
Co(phen)33+/2+ (phen = 1,10-phenanthroline) with larger  values of 1.4 and 1.6 eV, respectively, require a 
narrower gap of <5 nm, where the tip current may be significantly biased by electron tunneling between the 
tip and the substrate.43 Also, Ru(bpy)23+/2+ (bpy = 2,2'-bipyridyl) and Fe(phen)23+/2+ with small  values of 
0.5 and 0.6 eV, respectively, need short tip–substrate distances of <5 nm because of their high intrinsic 
reactivity, which varies with defect density at the HOPG surface.44 
In contrast, conventional cyclic voltammetry does not allow for the observation of the potential-
independent kinetics of slow outer-sphere ET reactions at HOPG or other macroscopic electrodes.45 To 
demonstrate this limitation, simulated substrate CVs based on the MHC mechanism were fitted with broad 
experimental CVs of the Fe(CN)63–/4– couple at macroscopic HOPG electrodes reported in the seminal work 
by McCreery and co-workers.44 For instance, the best fit for a CV at 10 V/s was obtained using * = 32 ( = 
0.82 eV at 298 K) and k0 = 5.6 x 10–6 cm/s while the totally irreversible CV based on BV kinetics with  = 
0.5 is much narrower (Figure 3-6). The fit as obtained using the MHC formalism is as good as demonstrated 
in the McCreery's work by assuming the linear potential-dependence of  in the BV model. In fact, the 
MHC formalism gives a linear relationship between ES and apparent transfer coefficient, app, (see inset of 
Figure 6), when app is defined as46 
app  









      (19) 
In eq 18 with the MHC formalism, * = 32 corresponds to dapp/dES = 0.25 V–1 as found in the original 
work from the analysis of the experimental CV in Figure 3-5.44 This linear relationship, however, is 
compromised as ES approaches to the region where klim is achieved. Therefore, the linear potential-
dependence of app, which has been also reported for various electrode reactions and interpreted by the 
classical Marcus theory with an inverted region,46-49 indicates that klim has not been reached without a 
diffusion limit under moderate mass transport conditions at macroscopic substrates. In fact, the range of 
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substrate potentials swept in Figure 6 is much narrower than required for achieving klim for * = 32, which 
corresponds to ES  E
0
 ≥ 1.3 V in eq 9 at 298 K. These results support that higher mass transport 
conditions in nanoscale iT– ES voltammetry are required for the experimental observation of a kinetic 
limiting current. 
Alternatively, nanoscale mass transport is achieved at the nanometer-sized basal plane surface of 
HOPG, which is difficult to prepare without the serious formation of defects.24 
 In addition to the MHC effect, the diffusional effect is likely to play a role in broadening of CVs at 
HOPG. Experimental CVs of the Fe(CN)63–/4– couple are significantly broader than CVs simulated with a * 
value of 51 as theoretically estimated for HOPG although smaller * values of 27–44 ( = 0.7–1.13 eV) 
were experimentally determined for other systems (Table 3-1). This result suggests that the experimental 
CVs are broadened due to the diffusional effect within various domains at the heterogeneous surface of 
HOPG as quantitatively assessed using diffusion domain approach.50 In fact, the limitation of HOPG in the 
reproducible experimental test of the MHC formalism is the large variation of grain size and structure 










































Figure 3-6. Experimental CV (circles) of Fe(CN)64– at the low defect basal plane surface of HOPG at v = 10 
V/s read from the original CV in ref. 44 using Engauge Digitizer (http://digitizer.sourceforge.net/). Solid and dotted 
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lines represent simulated CVs based on MHC (* = 32, k0 = 5.6  10–6 cm/s, and E0' = 0.21 V) and BV ( = 
0.5, k0 = 5.0  10–7 cm/s, and E0' = 0.22 V) kinetics, respectively. The inset shows app (circles) calculated 
from eq 19 with the MHC formalism for * = (a) 20, (b) 40, and (c) 60 using Mathematica. Linear regions 
are represented by solid lines with dapp/dE = 0.397, 0.215, and 0.148, respectively, and the intercept at app 
= 0.5. Dotted lines in the inset indicate substrate potentials where 99 % of klim is achieved for * = (d, d') 20, 
(e, e') 40, and (f, f') 60 at 298 K (see eq 9). 
 
3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Here we employed the MHC formalism to theoretically predict that MHC voltammetric behavior 
will be manifested by SECM-based iT–ES voltammetry under nanoscale mass transport conditions. Our 
voltammetric theory is generally applicable to any steady-state and quasi-steady-state condition with 
arbitrary substrate potential and both feedback and SG/TC modes. Therefore, this deviation from the 
classical BV model should be considered for the comprehensive range of nanoscale SECM measurements 
except for fastest heterogeneous ET reactions reported so far (k0 > 1 cm/s).10, 22 Our prediction is also 
extended to steady-state voltammetry of ET reactions at nanometer-sized SECM tips positioned above 
conductors11 because tip voltammetry can be well described by the general theory52 that is analogous to the 
theory for iT–ES voltammetry.21 In comparison to nanotips,10 macroscopic substrates can be fabricated from 
a much larger variety of electroactive materials to be investigated by SECM, thereby augmenting the 
significance of our theory. 
 Steady-state and quasi-steady-state MHC responses in iT–ES voltammetry are recognized not only as 
a broad wave shape but also as a kinetically limited plateau current, which contrasts to classical Marcus 
"inverted" behavior. The experimental observation of a limiting ET rate constant without a diffusion limit 
will be possible under high mass transport conditions as achieved at nanoscale tip–substrate gaps in SECM. 
On the other hand, our theory indicates that the broad wave shape of a MHC response corresponds to the 
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linear potential-dependence of apparent transfer coefficient in the BV model as observed with various 
macroscopic electrodes and interpreted by the classical Marcus theory.46-49 Importantly, this linear potential-
dependence is the evidence that a limiting ET rate constant due to the MHC mechanism is not reached. In 
addition, the erroneous analysis of a broad iT–ES voltammogram using the BV model can be avoided by 
measuring a pair of voltammograms in feedback and SG/TC modes, which display inversion symmetry as 
another important feature of MHC voltammetric behavior under steady-state and quasi-steady-state 
conditions.  
 No prior knowledge of the rate law is required for the analysis of the retraceable portion of an iT–ES 
voltammogram, which can be directly converted to a plot of ET rate constant versus substrate potential 
using analytical equations developed in this work. A pair of such plots thus obtained from a pair of iT–ES 
voltammograms in feedback and SG/TC modes reveal the potential dependence of ET rate constants for 
both anodic and cathodic processes at the substrate. This analytical approach facilitates applications of iT–ES 
voltammetry to non-BV systems based on electrocatalysis,53 charge-transfer at liquid/liquid interfaces,54 
nanoparticle-mediated ET at gold electrodes modified with self-assembled monolayers,55 and ET at single-
walled carbon nanotubes and graphenes.28 In fact, nanoscale mass transport is inevitable when individual 
single-walled carbon nanotubes are investigated as SECM substrates.20  
 
3.5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
Supporting Information includes results of finite element simulation, the derivation and assessment 
of analytical equations, and reaction parameters for various outer-sphere redox couples at HOPG and other 
macroscopic electrodes. 
3.5.1 Finite Element Simulation 
An SECM diffusion problem was solved in a dimensionless form by employing the finite element 
method as reported elsewhere.56
 
A tip current, iT, was normalized with respect to a limiting current at an 
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inlaid disk tip in the bulk solution, iT(∞), to obtain a dimensionless tip current, IT, as 
 













Figure 3-7. Simulated i–E voltammograms based on the MHC formalism with λ* = 60 and log= (a, a') 1, (b, 
b') 0, (c, c') –1, (d, d') –2, (e, e') –3, (f, f') –4, (g, g') –5, (h, h') –6, (i. i') –7, (j.j') –8, and (k. k') –9. Dotted lines 





Figure 3-8. Simulated i –E  voltammograms based on the MHC formalism with λ* =20 and log  =(a, a') 
1, (b, b') 0, (c, c') –1, (d, d') –2, (e, e') –3, and (f, f') –4. Dotted lines correspond to substrate potentials where 99 
















Figure 3-9. Simulated substrate CVs based on (a) MHC formalism with λ*= 40 and (b) BV 
formalism with α = 0.5; log =(a) 1, (b) 0, (c) –1, (d) –2, (e) –3, (f) –4, (g) –5, and (h) –6. Curves a and b are 
reversible and overlap with each other. Dotted lines correspond to substrate potentials where 99 % of klim is 






Figure 3-10. Simulated i
T
–E
S voltammograms based on BV kinetics with α = 0.5 and log = (a, a')  
1, (b, b') 0, (c, c') –1, (d, d') –2, (e, e') –3, (f, f') –4, (g, g') –5, (h, h') –6, (i. i') –7, (j. j') –8, and (k. k') –9. 
 
3.5.2 Analytical Equation for Irreversible Substrate Reactions (Eq 15) 
Eq 15 was used together with the following equations to calculate the retraceable portion of 
an iT–ES voltammogram when a substrate reaction is totally irreversible under the tip and opposite to the 
tip reaction (Figure 2-11).57 
 
  (22)  
 













Figure 3-11. Simulated iT –ES voltammograms based on the MHC formalism (solid lines) with λ
*
=   
40  and   =(a)  1 x10
–3   
and  (b)  1 x10
–5
.  Dashed and  dotted  lines  represent  iT –ES voltammograms calculated 
using eqs 15 and 17 (or 18), respectively. 
 
3.5.3 Analytical Equations for Quasi-Steady-State iT–ES Voltammograms (Eqs 17 
and 18) 
Eqs 17 and 18 are valid under steady-state and quasi-steady-state conditions (Figure 2-11), which 
are achieved when the reaction at the surface of a macroscopic substrate except under the tip is 
reversible or diffusion-limited as discussed in the main text. These analytical equations were derived 
using a model for an SECM-based thin layer cell as reported elsewhere.56
 
In contrast to a BV response, a 
limiting current based on the MHC mechanism can be controlled by ET kinetics rather than by mediator 
diffusion. To account for this difference, the normalized kinetic limiting current, IT,lim(L), and the 
corresponding limiting rate constant, klim, were introduced in eqs 17 and 18 to replace the diffusion-









Table 3-1 Reaction Parameters and Requirements for Observing a Kinetic Limiting Current at HOPG 
a At 298 K. b Voltammetrically determined for HOPG in ref. 58. c From eq 8. d From eq 15. e Approximate values against SCE as obtained by averaging 
voltammetric peak potentials on laser-activated glassy carbon electrodes. f Substrate potentials where 99 % of klim is achieved at 298 K (see eq 9). g 
Theoretically estimated for HOPG in ref. 59. h Experimentally determined for SAM-modified gold electrodes in ref. 60. i Experimentally determined 
forSAM-modified gold electrodes in ref. 61. j Values in aqueous solutionscalculated from photoelectron emission threshold energies in ref. 62. k For 
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4.0 ORIGINS OF NANOSCALE DAMAGE TO GLASS SEALED PLATINUM ELECTRODES 
WITH SUBMICROMETER AND NANOMETER SIZE 
 
This work has been published as Nikoloz Nioradze, Ran Chen, Jiyeon Kim, Mei Shen, 
Padmanabhan Santhosh, and Shigeru Amemiya, Origins of Nanoscale Damage to Glass-Sealed Platinum 
Electrodeswith Submicrometer and Nanometer Size, Anal. Chem. 2013, 85, 6198−6202. The thesis author 
nanofabricated electrodes, collected and analyzed experimental data. 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Glass-sealed Pt electrodes with submicrometer and nanometer size have been successfully 
developed and applied for nanoscale electrochemical measurements such as scanning electrochemical 
microscopy (SECM). These small electrodes, however, are difficult to work with because they often lose 
a current response or give a low SECM feedback in current–distance curves. Here we report that these 
problems can be due to the nanometer-scale damage that is readily and unknowingly made to the small 
tips in air by electrostatic discharge or in electrolyte solution by electrochemical etching. The damaged Pt 
electrodes are recessed and contaminated with removed electrode materials to lower their current 
responses. The recession and contamination of damaged Pt UMEs are demonstrated by scanning electron 
microscopy and X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy. The recessed geometry is noticeable also by 
SECM, but is not obvious from a cyclic voltammogram. Characterization of a damaged Pt electrode with 
recessed geometry only by cyclic voltammetry may underestimate electrode size from a lower limiting 
current owing to invalid assumption of inlaid disk geometry. Significantly, electrostatic damage can be 
avoided by grounding a Pt electrode and nearby objects, most importantly, an operator as a source of 
electrostatic charge. Electrochemical damage can be avoided by maintaining potentiostatic control of a Pt 
electrode without internally disconnecting the electrode from a potentiostat between voltammetric 
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measurements. Damage-free Pt electrodes with submicrometer and nanometer size are pivotal for reliable 
and quantitative nanoelectrochemical measurements.  
Recently, significant progresses have been made for miniaturization of glass-sealed Pt 
ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) to submicrometer and nanometer size.1-4 These small Pt UMEs offer 
extremely high spatial and temporal resolutions for electrochemical measurement such as scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM).5,6 Submicrometer- or nanometer-size Pt UMEs can be successfully 
prepared by heat-pulling a glass-sealed Pt microwire7 or by heat-sealing a sharply etched Pt wire into a 
glass capillary.8 The tip end of the Pt–glass composite is mechanically polished to expose the Pt disk 
surrounded by a relatively thick glass sheath9-14 (3 < RG < 10, where RG is the ratio of the radius of the 
glass sheath, rg, divided by the electrode radius, a). The heat-pulling/mechanical-polishing approach has 
been successful also for fabrication of Au15 and Ag16 nanodisk electrodes. Moreover, molecularly small Pt 
UMEs with a = 1–3 nm can be obtained by heat-pulling the Pt microwire sealed in a thick-wall glass tube 
with RG >> 10.17 On the other hand, a disk UME with RG < 3 is often desirable for SECM because such a 
sharp tip can be positioned closer to a substrate.18-21 For this purpose, the tapered end of a glass-sealed Pt 
UME with RG > 3 is heated to melt glass and pull it away from the Pt tip.8 The exposed Pt tip is polished 
mechanically8,22 or milled by using focused ion-beam (FIB) technology23,24 to obtain a submicrometer-
size Pt UME with RG < 3. 
In this work, we report for the first time that glass-sealed Pt UMEs with submicrometer and 
nanometer size can be readily and unknowingly damaged at the nanoscale to significantly lower their 
current responses. Such a small UME can be damaged in air by electrostatic discharge (ESD) to recess the 
Pt tip and, subsequently, contaminate it with removed Pt and glass. In addition, submicrometer- and 
nanometer-size Pt UMEs can be electrochemically etched in electrolyte solution and contaminated with 
the Pt nanoparticles removed from the tip at the beginning or end of voltammetric/amperometric 
measurement when connection of the UMEs to a potentiostat is internally switched on or off, 
respectively. Recession and contamination owing to electrostatic and electrochemical damage can be a 
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reason why nanoelectrodes often lose a current response19 or give a low SECM feedback in current–
distance curves (i.e., approach curves).25 In fact, a recent AFM study showed recession of glass-sealed Pt 
nanoelectrodes and contamination of both Pt and glass surfaces with nanoparticles.25 An origin of 
recession or contamination of the nanoelectrodes, however, was not identified. 
 
4.2 ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE AND PROTECTION AGAINST IT 
Importantly, nanometer-scale damage to a glass-sealed Pt UME in air can be avoided by 
employing appropriate ESD protections (Supporting Information), thereby confirming that ESD causes 
electrode damage. The ESD protections are based on grounding of both a UME and any object that 
contacts with or exists near the UME. Subsequently, no ESD occurs between the UME and the 
isopotential object. In our laboratory environments, ESD damage to a Pt UME is seen by scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) when an operator does not wear the wrist strap, gloves and lab coat that are 
conductive and grounded. Without any ESD protection, a human body accumulates a high electrostatic 
charging voltage of 10–20 kV.26 Overall, injection of electrostatic charge from an operator into a UME is 
followed by ESD from the sharp Pt tip to a nearby object, which damages the tip. 
 
4.3 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
4.3.1 Electrode Fabrication and Characterization 
We used borosilicate-sealed Pt UMEs with submicrometer size (Figure 4-1A) to resolve ESD 
damage on the Pt and glass surfaces by SEM. These UMEs with small RG of ~2 were fabricated as 
SECM tips by heat-pulling, heat-annealing, and FIB milling as described above (Supporting Information). 
We found that ESD damage was made to the Pt UMEs sealed in borosilicate,24 Pb-doped,23 and 
aluminosilicate glasses. The damage was less severe with borosilicate glass probably because of its higher 
conductivity. Noticeably, borosilicate glass has been most widely used to fabricate submicrometer- and 
nanometer-size Pt UMEs,7-9,11,13,15,16,22,24 Quartz-sealed Pt UMEs10,13,14 are beyond the scope of this study 
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and were not tested because quartz cannot be heat annealed using a microforge23,24 (MF-900, Narishige, 





Figure 4-1. SEM images of a borosilicate-sealed Pt UME (A) before and (B) after ESD damage. Parts (C) 
and (D) show moderately and weakly damaged Pt UMEs, respectively. Scale bars are 1 µm. 
 
4.3.2 Electrostatic Discharge Caused by an Operator.  
ESD damage to a glass-sealed Pt UME cannot be completely avoided without the ESD 
protections although the damage depends on laboratory environmental conditions and operators. Severe 
damage was made to the tip end (Figure 4-1B) when the contact wire of a submicrometer-size Pt UME 
with well-defined geometry (Figure 4-1A) was touched by the bare hand of an operator without the ESD 
protections. The operator does not see, hear, or even feel the ESD, which caused the sever tip damage. 
The ESD-damaged Pt tip was recessed and its periphery was deformed. Moreover, the surrounding glass 
sheath was fractured and deformed. Deformation of glass near the Pt tip suggests that ESD melted glass. 
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The severely damaged boundary between Pt and glass was seen as a dark ring by optical microscopy 
using a 50 objective lens. Less severe damage (Figure 4-1C and D) was made during summer because of 
higher humidity or by an operator with less electrostatic charging voltage, which varies with the type of 
clothing, shoes, etc.26 The weak damage (Figure 4-1D) was caused by handling the tip using ESD-
protected tweezers without the other ESD protections. The localization of weak damage at glass near the 
Pt tip suggests that ESD occurs most extensively at the Pt/glass boundary. Severe damage results from 
accumulation of moderate or weak ESD damage by repetitive contact with an ESD-unprotected operator. 
The severely ESD-damaged UME (Figure 4-1B) gave a poor SECM approach curve with a low 
feedback response at a Au substrate (Figure 4-2) as expected for a recessed UME.25,27 The tip current, iT, 
based on diffusion-limited oxidation of ferrocenemethanol (FcMeOH) increased only up to ~2.5 times of 
the limiting current in the bulk solution, iT,∞, before the glass sheath of the Pt tip contacted the Au 
substrate. The contact is indicated by the inflection point of the approach curve. The normalized 
experimental curve is too broad to fit with the theoretical curve based on diffusion-limited positive 
feedback at an inlaid disk tip28 (Figure 4-2). Such a broad approach curve with small positive feedback 
effect is expected for a recessed UME.27 Noticeably, recession of the damaged tip is not obvious from its 
excellent steady-state CV (the inset of Figure 4-2). Without SEM or SECM characterization, inlaid disk 
geometry may be assumed to unknowingly underestimate the radius of the damaged electrode from its iT,∞ 
using the following equation 
iT,∞ = 4xnFDwc*a         (1) 
where x is a function of RG,29,30 n is the number of transferred electrons (= 1) in the tip reaction, 
and Dw (= 7.8  10–6 cm2/s)11 and c* (= 0.5 mM) are the diffusion coefficient and concentration of 
FcMeOH in 0.1 M KCl. A limiting current at a recessed UME is lower than expected from eq 1 because 
of the extra diffusion path from the orifice to the recessed surface.31 In fact, eq 1 with an iT,∞ value of 64 
pA at the damaged UME with RG = 2.5 (i.e., x = 1.08) gives a tip radius of 0.39 µm, which is smaller 
than an approximate radius of 0.47 µm as estimated from the SEM image of this UME before ESD 
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damage (Figure 4-1A). The underestimated tip radius also contributes to broadening of the experimental 
approach curve in the normalized form (Figure 4-2). 
 
Figure 4-2. SECM approach curve (circles) at an unbiased Au substrate as obtained using the severely 
ESD-damaged Pt UME (its SEM image is shown in Figure 1B) with FcMeOH as a redox mediator. The tip potential 
was 0.35 V against a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Tip scan rate, 19 nm/s. The red line represents a theoretical 
positive-feedback curve for an inlaid disk tip with RG = 2.5. The inset shows the CV of 0.5 mM FcMeOH at the 
damaged UME in 0.1 M KCl. Potential sweep rate, 20 mV/s. 
 
Electrostatic damage is not due to the fragility of Pt UMEs after heat-annealing or FIB-milling. 
Severe ESD damage was also observed with a submicrometer-size Pt UME with a thicker glass sheath 
(RG ~ 5 in Figure 4-6A and B), which was FIB-milled without heat annealing. This result confirms that 
ESD damage is not due to a thin glass sheath or the fragility of Pt and glass stressed by heat annealing. 
Moreover, ESD damage was made to a Pt UME without heat annealing or FIB milling (Figure 4-6C and 
D). Upon ESD damage, the protrusion of the tapered Pt tip from the glass sheath was completely lost, 
which resulted in deep recession of the tip. Therefore, ESD damage is not caused by FIB milling although 
an FIB- milled surface may be more fragile owing to implantation of Ga+ from the ion beam.32 
Noticeably, a Pt UME was grounded to the sample stage of the FIB instrument to avoid the charging and 
ESD damage of the tip during milling. 
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More severe ESD damage was seen with a Pt nanoelectrode (Figure 4-3A and B before and after 
ESD damage, respectively). The ~110 nm-diameter Pt UME was prepared by sealing a Pt microwire into 
a thicker-wall glass tube (RG ~10) to avoid protrusion of an as-pulled Pt tip from the surrounding glass 
(see above). Then, the small Pt tip was exposed from the glass sheath by heat-annealing and was FIB-
milled (Figure 4-3A). The ESD-damaged Pt nanotip was completely buried into the glass sheath (Figure 
4-3B). The damaged nanoelectrode gave a iT,∞ value of only 1.0 pA for 0.5 mM FcMeOH in 0.1 M KCl 
(Figure 4-3C). When inlaid disk geometry is assumed, eq 1 with this current value gives a tip radius of 
6.1 nm, which is ~9 times smaller than the radius of the Pt tip before ESD damage (Figure 4-3A). This 
result indicates that the size of a Pt nanoelectrode can be significantly underestimated from its limiting 
current when the electrode is unknowingly recessed owing to ESD damage. 
 
Figure 4-3. SEM images of a ~110 nm-diameter Pt nanoelectrode (A) before and (B) after ESD damage. 
Scale bars are 1 µm. (C) Background-subtracted CV of 0.5 mM FcMeOH in 0.1 M KCl as obtained using the ESD-






4.3.3 Electrochemical Damage of Electrodes by Potentiostat 
Finally, we report on the electrochemical damage made to a glass-sealed Pt UME. Specifically, a 
submicrometer-size Pt tip was etched and recessed during repetitive measurement of the CVs of FcMeOH 
in 0.1 M KCl when certain potentiostats (e.g., CHI 910B, CH Instruments, Austin, TX) were used to 
cycle tip potential between–0.05 and 0.4 V. Such damage was unexpected because even a Pt 
nanoelectrode is electrochemically stable in this potential range for FcMeOH oxidation.33 Nevertheless, 
the SEM image of the Pt UME after measurement of the 38 CVs of FcMeOH (Figure 4-4A) shows ~200 
nm-depth recession of the Pt tip with adsorbates on the surface of the glass sheath. X-ray EDS of the 
damaged tip confirmed that the adsorbates are the platinum nanoparticles etched away from the Pt tip 
(Figure 4-4B). The spatial resolution of X-ray EDS is high enough to resolve the Pt adsorbates on the 
glass surface from the central Pt region (see Supporting Information). These adsorbates are located near 
the Pt/glass boundary after measurement of less CVs. The nanometer-deep recession is not due to ESD 
because this UME was always handled with the ESD protections. Moreover, the features of ESD damage 
(Figure 3B–D) contrast to those of electrochemical damage, which shows uniform recession of the whole 
Pt surface and no fracture of the glass sheath at the boundary (Figure 4-4A). 
   
Figure 4-4. (A) SEM and (B) X-ray EDS images of a Pt UME after measurement of the 38 CVs of 0.5 mM 
FcMeOH in 0.1 M KCl. Scale bars are 1 µm. In the EDS image, orange dots indicate the presence of Pt. (C) Flow 
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of transient current through the Pt tip between ground and a saturated amplifier under an open-loop configuration at 
the beginning or end of CV measurement. Red arrows indicate current flow while w, r, and c represent working, 
reference, and counter electrodes. 
 
A Pt UME is damaged transiently at the beginning (and end) of each CV measurement when the 
potentiostat is switched from an internal dummy cell to the electrochemical cell (and vice versa). In fact, 
electrochemical damage to a Pt UME was dramatically suppressed by maintaining internal connection of 
the potentiostat to the electrochemical cell between CV measurements. This can be achieved by activating 
the “cell on between runs” function of the potentiostat (see Supporting Information for details). In 
contrast, the Pt UME as shown in Figures 4-4A and B was electrochemically etched when this function 
was inactive (see also Supporting Information). This electrochemical damage may not be noticeable by 
SEM after a few potential cycles. An etching depth of ~5 nm per potential cycle is estimated from an 
etching depth of ~150 nm after 29 CVs.  
The electrochemical etching of a Pt UME is due to the transient tip current driven by the 
saturation of a counter-electrode amplifier upon the connection of the potentiostat to the electrochemical 
cell (Figure 4-4C). The connection is established by turning on counter and reference electrodes, and then 
working electrode. Since electromechanical relays for counter and reference electrodes bounce and do not 
settle down immediately, the counter-electrode amplifier transiently experiences an open-loop 
configuration to give a large output voltage (~13 V). Subsequently, high transient current flows from the 
saturated amplifier to the Pt tip through the electrolyte solution, thereby electrochemically etching the tip. 
The transient current passes through the Pt tip even before turning on the working electrode because of 
capacitive coupling through the working-electrode switch and also with the SECM stage. The existence of 





4.3.4 Protection against Electrochemical Damage of Electrodes 
Noticeably, electrochemical damage is unlikely the unique problem of the potentiostat used in 
this work because the transient open-loop configuration is intrinsic to any potentiostat for a three-
electrode cell. This problem may be readily avoided for a two-electrode cell by internally shorting the 
noninverting input of the reference electrode amplifier to the output of the counter-electrode amplifier in 
Figure 4-4C. SECM, however, often requires an electrochemical cell with more than two electrodes 
including a macroscopic substrate electrode.23 
 
4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, we reported on the electrostatic and electrochemical origins of nanometer-scale 
damage to glass-sealed Pt UMEs with submicrometer and nanometer size. Both types of damage are 
severe with the small UMEs, which are readily charged up by a small number of electrons without 
potentiostatic control. Importantly, ESD damage to a UME in air can be avoided by protecting the UME 
from a source of electrostatic charge, most importantly, an operator. The body and cloth of the operator 
must be grounded by using ESD-safe wrist strap, gloves, and lab coat. Electrochemical damage is likely 
due to the flow of a transient current from a potentiostat amplifier into a UME and can be avoided by 
maintaining the UME under potentiostatic control in solution. This control can be lost transiently when 
connection of a potentiostat to the UME is internally switched on or off. Noticeably, the approaches that 
were proposed in this study to avoid ESD and electrochemical damage were validated for tip size of >100 
nm. More ESD protections or a better potentiostat may be needed for protecting a smaller Pt UME from 
damage. 
The new concept of nanoscale electrode damage proposed in this work is general and must be 
considered broadly for reliable nanoelectrochemical measurements and applications. Both electrostatic 
and electrochemical damage is possible with any submicrometer- or nanometer-size metal UME including 
an insulated metal tip for scanning tunneling microscopy. Moreover, “nano ESD” is a global concern in 
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nanoelectronics34 including the batteries and sensors based on nanostructured electrodes. SECM is useful 
for detection of a damaged UME with recessed geometry, which gives a low positive feedback while a 
negative feedback is not sensitive to tip recession.27 Recession and contamination of a damaged UME are 
not obvious from its well-defined steady-state CV with a lower limiting current, thereby unknowingly 
underestimating electrode size. In contrast to these metal UMEs, the SECM nanotip based on a nanopipet-
supported liquid/liquid interface is apparently free from electrostatic and electrochemical damage.35,36 
Alternatively, a soft liquid/liquid interface may be spontaneously renewable upon damage. 
 
4.5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
4.5.1 Chemicals 
Ferrocenemethanol (FcMeOH, Strem Chemicals, Newburyport, MA) was recrystallized twice 
from hexane prior to use. All aqueous solutions were prepared with 18.3 M·cm deionized water 
(Nanopure, Barnstead, Dubuque, IA). 
4.5.2 Fabrication of Glass-Sealed Pt UMEs 
A Pt UME was fabricated by heat-pulling the Pt microwire sealed in a glass capillary. Procedures 
for fabrication of the Pt UMEs sealed in borosilicate37 and Pb-doped23 glass capillaries were reported 
elsewhere. Similar procedures were employed for fabrication of Pt UMEs sealed in aluminosilicate glass 
capillaries (o.d./i.d. = 1.0 mm/0.64 mm, 10 cm in length, Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA). A CO2-laser 
puller (model P-2000, Sutter Instrument) was used to stretch a glass capillary with a 25 µm-diameter Pt 
wire, seal the wire in the stretched capillary, and pull the glass-sealed wire. A pulled Pt UME was heat 
annealed by using a microforge (MF-900, Narishige, Tokyo, Japan) and milled by using the FIB of a dual 





4.5.3 ESD Protections 
Glass-sealed Pt UMEs were protected from ESD as follows. An operator wore an ESD-safe lab 
coat (73506 or 73602, Desco Industries, Canton, MA), a wrist strap (BLUEWS61M, 3M, St. Paul, MN), 
and ESD-inspection gloves (68120, Desco), and used ESD-protected precision tweezers (7-SA-ET, 
Excelta, Buellton, CA) to handle a Pt UME in the lab and also in the cleanroom where FIB milling was 
done. The lab coat and wrist strap were directly grounded or connected to a grounded conductive mat 
(8811, 3M). The conductive path to ground and the presence of an inline 1 MΩ resistor in the wrist strap 
were confirmed frequently using a tester (19240, Desco Industries). To avoid ESD during FIB milling, 
the glass capillary and contact wire of a Pt UME were grounded to the metallic sample stage of the FIB 
instrument using single-sided adhesive copper tapes (1181, 3M). The grounding also reduced the charging 
of the glass sheath during FIB milling and SEM imaging. The copper tapes were attached (and detached) 
using the ESD-protected tweezers. During storage, the contact wire and glass capillary of UMEs were 
grounded to the conductive foams (12350, Desco) attached to the bottom of the storage case made of 
conductive plastic (4023, 3M) or aluminum (1590Q, Hammond Manufacturing, Cheektowaga, NY) 
(Figure 4-5). To avoid contamination from air, the tip cases were stored in a reclosable static shield bag 
(30068 and 3001012, 3M). For electrochemical measurement and optical microscopy, a UME was held in 
the groove of a homemade metal adaptor. In addition to the metal adaptor, both SECM and optical 
microscope (BX-41, Olympus America Inc., Melville, NY) were grounded. A grounded platinum wire 




Figure 4-5. Images of the glass-sealed Pt UMEs stored on conductive foams in (left) plastic and (right) 
aluminum cases. 
 
4.5.4 SEM Characterization of Pt UMEs 
Both undamaged and damaged Pt UMEs were characterized by the field-emission SEM of the 
dual beam instrument as shown in Figures 4-1, 3A and B, and 4A. The SEM images of a submicrometer-
size Pt UME with a thick glass sheath before and after ESD damage are shown in Figure 4-6A and B, 
respectively. An as-pulled Pt UME without heat annealing or FIB milling was also imaged by SEM 
before and after ESD damage (Figure 4-6C and D, respectively). 
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Figure 4-6. SEM images of (A and B) a FIB-milled Pt UME with a thick glass sheath and (C and D) an as-
pulled Pt UME. The images were taken (A and C) before and (B and D) after ESD damage. Scale bars are 1 µm. 
 
4.5.5 X-Ray EDS of Electrochemically Damaged Pt UMEs 
The electrochemically damaged UME was imaged using X-ray EDS with FESEM (NanoSEM 
630, FEI, Hillsboro, OR) as shown in Figure 4B. Characteristic X-rays were collected with the X-Max 
silicon drift detector (Oxford Instruments, Oxfordshire, UK) equipped with the FESEM. Elements were 
selected and mapped using Aztec Energy Analyzer Software (Oxford Instruments). Also, X-Ray EDS was 
obtained at the different locations of the electrochemically damaged Pt UME as indicated in the SEM 
image (Figure 4-7A). Pt peaks are seen not only at the center of the Pt tip (spectrum 1 in Figure 4-7B) but 
also at adsorbates on the glass surface (spectra 2 and 3). The Pt peaks at the adsorbate-covered regions of 
the glass surface do not originate from the central Pt region. No Pt peak was observed at the adsorbate-




Figure 4-7. (A) SEM image of the electrochemically damaged Pt UME with locations where (B) X-ray 
EDS was taken. Scale bar is 0.5 µm. 
 
4.5.6 Electrochemical Measurements 
A home-built SECM stage34 was employed to obtain the approach curve in Figure 4-2. The 
approximately 50 nm-thick Au film evaporated on the Si wafer (Ted Pella, Redding, CA) was employed 
as a conductive substrate. A 5 nm-thick Cr layer served as an adhesion layer between the Si wafer and the 
Au film. The tip current in the approach curve was monitored using CHI 910B while the “cell on between 
runs” function was active to avoid tip damage. This function was active also for measuring the CV of 
FcMeOH in the inset of Figure 4-2 without electrochemically damaging the ESD-damaged Pt UME. 
4.5.7 Activation and Inactivation of the “Cell on between Runs” Function 
The “cell on between runs” function of CHI 910B was activated and inactivated as follows. A 
Ag/AgCl reference/counter electrode was immersed in a 0.1 M KCl solution containing 0.5 mM 
FcMeOH. The counter and reference electrode cables of the potentiostat were attached to the Ag/AgCl 
electrode. After the “cell on between runs” function was checked in the program, this function was 
activated by running a dummy CV. Importantly, a Pt UME was not immersed in electrolyte solution or 
connected to the working electrode cable to the Pt UME. In this way, the UME did not experience 
transient current owing to electromechanical switching of the potentiostat from the internal dummy cell to 
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the electrochemical cell (Figure 4-4C). The dummy CV was finished when the potential of the working 
electrode cable was set to –0.05 V. Then, the Pt UME was connected to the working electrode cable under 
potentiostatic control at –0.05 V before the Pt tip was immersed in electrolyte solution. After 
measurement, the Pt tip was removed from the solution. Then, the working electrode cable was 
disconnected from the Pt UME in air. Finally, the “cell on between runs” function was inactivated by 
unchecking this function in the program and running CV. 
4.5.8 Electrochemical Damage during CV Measurement 
The Pt UME shown in Figures 4-4A and B were damaged during CV measurement as follows. 
Prior to electrochemical damage, the Pt UME was characterized by CV (cycles 1–5) while the “cell on 
between runs” function was active. The resultant CVs were well-defined (cycle 1 in Figure 4-8A) and 
reproducible with an average limiting current of 79.8 ± 0.2 pA (Figure 4-8B). This current value is 
consistent with the radius of the electrode estimated from its SEM image immediately after FIB milling 
(image not shown). The Pt UME was damaged during measurement of the next 29 CVs (cycles 6–34) 
when the “cell on between runs” function was inactive. Specifically, this function was unchecked in the 
program after the 4th CV so that the potentiostat was switched from the electrochemical cell to the 
dummy cell after the 5th CV. The first 20 CVs (cycles 6–25) were very irreproducible (cycles 7, 14, 16, 
and 19 in Figure 4-9A) and gave much higher or lower limiting currents (Figure 4-8B). The next 9 CVs 
(cycles 26–34) were relatively reproducible, but gave consistently lower limiting currents (Figure 4-8B) 
owing to tip recession. The damaged Pt UME was characterized by CV while the “cell on between runs” 
function was active. Specifically, the damaged Pt UME was detached from the electrode cable after the 
34th CV, cleaned in piranha solution and deionized water, and then immersed in the FcMeOH solution. 
The Pt UME was connected to the electrode cable after the “cell on between runs” function was activated 
to set the potential of the working electrode cable to –0.05 V. Subsequently, 4 CVs (cycles 35–38) were 
obtained without electromechanically disconnecting the UME from the potentiostat. These CVs were very 
well defined (cycle 35 in Figure 4-8A) and reproducible as represented by an average limiting of 44.5 ± 
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0.2 pA (Figure 4-8B). The limiting currents were lower because of tip recession. After CV 
characterization, the damaged Pt UME was cleaned in piranha solution and deionized water, and imaged 
by SEM and X-ray EDS (Figures 3-4A and B, respectively) to confirm recession and contamination of the 
tip. 
 
Figure 4-8. (A) Some of the 38 CVs of FcMeOH at a glass-sealed Pt UME and (B) limiting currents. 
Potential sweep rate, 20 mV/s. In part (A), the numbers indicate the order of potential cycles. The “cell on between 
runs” function was active (or inactive) before measurement of the CVs shown by red (or black) line and dots in parts 
(A) and (B), respectively. 
 
4.5.9 Current Paths from a Tip to Ground 
In the proposed mechanism (Figure 4-4C), transient current flows from the lead of a Pt UME to 
the working-electrode amplifier through capacitive coupling with the working-electrode switch when this 
switch is off. This current path must be present because a Pt tip was seriously damaged without turning on 
the working electrode (Figure 4-9A) while electromechanical relays for reference and counter electrodes 
were turned on and off (Figure 4-4C). This unconventional switching was enabled using the software 
modified by CH Instruments. Similarly severe damage was seen without the shielding of the working 
electrode cable. This result indicates that the capacitive coupling of the shield with the core wire of the 
cable is not a current path. The current path through the grounded SECM stage must also exist (Figure 4-
4C) because a Pt tip was damaged without its connection to a potentiostat (Figure 4-9B) when the tip was 
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immersed in the solution and attached to the piezo positioner of the SECM stage through an aluminum 
holder. The aluminum holder was grounded to avoid ESD from the holder. In contrast, the replacement of 
the aluminum holder with a Teflon holder resulted in no tip damage when the counter/reference electrode 
was turned on and off without connecting the tip to the working electrode cable. 
 
Figure 4-9. SEM images of the Pt tips electrochemically etched by turning on and off the reference/counter 
electrode for each of 30 potential cycles between–0.05 and 0.4 V while the tip was (A) connected to or (B) 
disconnected from a working electrode cable. The tips were immersed in the solution but were not turned on. Scale 
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5.0 ORGANIC CONTAMINATION OF HIGHLY ORIENTED PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE AS 
STUDIED BY SCANNING ELECTROCHEMICAL MICROSCOPY 
 
This work has been submitted as Nikoloz Nioradze, Ran Chen, Niraja Kurapati, Anastasia 
Khvataeva-Domanov, Stéphane Mabic, and Shigeru Amemiya, Organic Contamination of Highly 
Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite as Studied by Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy, Anal. Chem. 2014. The 
thesis author nanofabricated electrodes, collected and analyzed experimental data. 
  
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is an important electrode material that serves as a 
structural model of advanced graphitic nanocarbons such as graphene and carbon nanotubes. Here, we 
apply scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) to quantitatively demonstrate that the electroactivity 
of the HOPG basal surface is compromised by the adsorption of adventitious organic impurities. The 
resultant layer of hydrophobic contaminants is less permeable to a more hydrophilic (i.e., more charged) 
form of a redox couple to yield different standard rate constants, k0, and mass transport parameters for the 
oxidation and reduction of the redox couple. We employ SECM-based nanogap voltammetry to reveal 
these anomalous features by probing both the oxidation and the reduction of a redox couple within a wide 
range of the HOPG potential. Experimentally, a nanometer-wide gap is formed between the HOPG 
surface and a 1 µm-diameter Pt tip to achieve high mass transport conditions, which enable the quasi-
steady-state measurements of all thermodynamic, kinetic, and mass transport parameters. The oxidation 
and reduction of the (ferrocenylmethyl)trimethyl ammonium couple at the HOPG surface is accelerated 
by a factor of >10 when the aqueous concentration of organic impurities, i.e., total organic (or oxidizable) 
carbon, is decreased from ~20 ppb to ~1 ppb. The most purified water gives extremely high k0 values of 
>17 and >13 cm/s as well as the corresponding nanogap widths of 36 and 45 nm for oxidation and 
reduction, respectively. Differences in the kinetic and mass transport parameters evidence that the HOPG 
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surface is covered with airborne contaminants. The electroactivity of graphitic surfaces can be 
unintentionally lowered by the adsorption of unknown impurities on these good adsorbents to possibly 
undermine their intended electrochemical applications.1,2 Therefore, various preparation methods have 
been developed to clean or activate the surfaces of graphitic electrodes.3 The origin and identity of 
adventitious impurities, however, are not well understood. Recently, the airborne contamination of 
graphene4,5 and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)4,6 was studied in details to address their 
intrinsic water wettability. For instance, the water contact angle of a fresh HOPG surface was 64.4˚ within 
10 s after exfoliation and increased to ~90˚ after 10 min exposure to ambient air.6 This change in water 
contact angle was ascribed to the adsorption of airborne hydrocarbons on the HOPG surface as confirmed 
by attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). Ellipsometry was 
also employed to monitor the growth of a ~0.5 nm thick film on the HOPG surface exfoliated and stored 
in ambient air. These experimental results were assessed by using a quantitative theory to conclude that 
the water contact angle of the HOPG basal plane can increase to ~90˚ owing to the adsorption of a sub-
nanometer thick monolayer of airborne hydrocarbons. This conclusion augments the reliability of 
previous electrochemical studies, where the HOPG surface was covered with a solution within 10–15 s of 
exfoliation to minimize airborne contamination.7 Such quick protection of the fresh HOPG surface, 
however, is not practicable in advanced electrochemical measurements such as imaging.8-11 
Adventitious contamination has been considered as the cause of the heterogeneous electroactivity 
of the HOPG basal plane12 and graphene/graphite flakes13 as revealed by scanning electrochemical 
microscopy (SECM)14,15 combined with atomic force microscopy (AFM).16 In these SECM–AFM studies, 
a submicrometer-sized electrode was integrated into the tip of an AFM cantilever to image the 
electrochemical reactivity of graphitic surfaces as well as their topography and conductivity. 
Heterogeneous electroactivity to ferrocenemethanol (FcMeOH) was observed in the SECM image of a 
graphite flake,13 which was possibly contaminated in air during exfoliation from HOPG and 
immobilization on the oxidized silicon wafer as well as in the electrolyte solution of an AFM cell. 
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Interestingly, less than 1 nm variation was seen in the ~20 nm-height topography of the heterogeneously 
electroactive surface, which should be partially covered by a molecularly thin insulating layer. In 
addition, conductivity imaging revealed the heterogeneous passivation of the HOPG surface without any 
detectable topographic feature.12 These SECM–AFM studies, however, neither identified nor eliminated a 
surface contaminant. Moreover, no attempt was made to quantitatively assess the effect of adventitious 
contamination on the electroactivity of graphitic surfaces. 
Here, we report on the SECM study of the HOPG plane surface to quantitatively reveal how its 
electroactivity is compromised by organic impurities from ambient air and ultrapure water. Significantly, 
HOPG serves as a structural model of advanced nanocarbon electrode materials such as graphene and 
carbon nanotubes.17,18 Uniquely, we study both the oxidation and reduction of a simple redox couple, 
(ferrocenylmethyl)trimethyl ammonium (FcTMA+), under extremely high mass transport conditions by 
positioning an amperometric Pt tip at a nanometer distance from the HOPG surface. Advantageously, this 
nanogap-based approach enables the quasi-steady-state measurements of all thermodynamic, kinetic, and 
mass transport parameters at a macroscopic electrode within a wide range of its potential.19 Specifically, 
the feedback mode of SECM is employed to study the reduction of tip-generated FcTMA2+ preceded by 
its permeation through a contaminant layer on the HOPG surface (Figure 1A). Moreover, the substrate 
generation/tip collection (SG/TC) mode monitors the permeation and the following oxidation of FcTMA+ 
at the contaminated surface (Figure 5-1B). Importantly, the hydrophobic contaminant layer is less 
permeable to more hydrophilic FcTMA2+ with higher charge than to FcTMA+. Therefore, surface 
contamination is evidenced by different kinetic and mass transport parameters as determined from a pair 






Figure 5-1. Scheme of the (A) feedback and (B) SG/TC modes of SECM at the contaminated HOPG 
surface under a glass-sealed Pt tip. Fc+ and Fc2+ represent FcTMA+ and FcTMA2+, respectively. 
 
In this work, we complement the SECM approach with a theoretical approach to assess the effects 
of organic impurities from ultrapure water and ambient air on the electroactivity of the HOPG basal 
plane. We employ SECM-based nanogap voltammetry to demonstrate that the electroactivity of the 
HOPG surface to the FcTMA+ couple increases by a factor of ~10 when the total organic (or oxidizable) 
carbon (TOC) of ultrapure water as a measure of organic impurities20 is reduced from ~20 ppb to ~ 1 ppb. 
The most purified water gives extremely high k0 values of >17 and >13 cm/s as well as the corresponding 
nanogap widths of 36 and 45 nm for oxidation and reduction, respectively. Amazingly, these k0 values are 
comparable to the highest k0 value reported so far, i.e., 17 cm/s for Ru(NH3)63+ at a Pt nanoelectrode.21 In 
addition, we confirm theoretically that differences in the effective kinetic and mass transport parameters 
are due to the preceding contamination of the HOPG surface with a monolayer amount of airborne 
hydrocarbons.4,6 
 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
5.2.1 Chemicals and Materials 
FcMeOH was obtained from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI) and recrystallized twice from hexane prior 
to use. The hexafluorophosphate salt of FcTMA+ was prepared by the metathesis of its iodide salt (Strem 
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Chemicals, Newburyport, MA) and ammonium hexafluorophosphate (Strem Chemicals). Silicon wafers 
with 100 nm of gold over a 5.0 nm-thick titanium adhesion layer were obtained from Platypus 
Technologies (Madison, WI). SPI-1 grade HOPG was obtained from SPI Supplies (West Chester, PA). 
5.2.2 Water Purification  
A Nanopure water system (D4741, Barnstead, Dubuque, IA) equipped with an ORGANIC free 
filter (D5026 cartridge kit, Barnstead) was used to obtain ultrapure water with a TOC value of 22 ± 1 ppb 
as measured by using an A10 TOC monitor (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA). The water purification 
system was fed with building deionized water with a resistivity of 0.56 M cm and a TOC value of <0.1 
ppm. A Milli-Q Advantage A10 system (EMD Millipore) was used to obtain UV-treated ultrapure water 
with a TOC value of ~2 ppb as measured by an internal online monitor. To achieve this low TOC value, 
building deionized water was pretreated with the ultrapure (D0809) and organic removal (D0813) 
cartridges of a Barnstead B-Pure system (Thermo Scientific, Marietta, OH) and fed into the Milli-Q 
system. UV-treated ultrapure water was also passed through an external activated-carbon filter (VOC Pak, 
Millipore) to remove volatile organic contaminants, thereby yielding a TOC value of ~1 ppb as measured 
by using the A10 TOC monitor. ICP-MS and an ion-selective electrode22 were employed to confirm that 
major contaminants in the filtered water are electrochemically inactive, i.e., alkaline and alkaline earth 
metals, in addition to <5 nM Fe, Ni, Ti, and Zn (Table 5-3 in Supporting Information). Both Nanopure 
water and Milli-Q water were used immediately after collection to prevent the introduction of organic 
contaminants during storage.23 In addition, Milli-Q water was collected in a class 100 vertical laminar 
flow hood (model AC632LFC, AirClean Systems, Raleigh, NC) to prevent its contamination with 
aerosols.22 
5.2.3 Tip Fabrication 
A Pt tip was fabricated by using a CO2-laser puller, microforge, and a focused ion beam (FIB) 
instrument as reported elsewhere19,24 and protected from electrostatic and electrochemical damages.25,26 In 
our previous work,19 only >100 nm-wide gap was formed between a FIB-milled Pt tip with 1 m diameter 
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and a polished Pt substrate. The submicrometer width was limited not only by the roughness of the Pt 
substrate19 but also by the nanoscale damage of the Pt tip owing to electrostatic discharge and 
electrochemical etching.25 In this work, we use the flat Au film deposited on oxidized silicon wafer and 
also protect tips from the nanoscale damages.25,26 In addition, we ensure that the milled tip surface is 
perpendicular to the tip length by compensating the Gaussian broadening of the focused Ga+ beam (Figure 
5-8, Supporting Information). Specifically, the tip was tilt with respect to Ga+ beam by 1.5˚ to obtain the 
closest tip–substrate distance that is shorter than that achieved by using the tips tilted by 1.0˚ and 2.0˚ for 
FIB milling (Figure 5-9). 
5.2.4 SECM Measurement 
A homebuilt SECM instrument with an isothermal chamber27 was used for approach curve 
measurement and nanogap voltammetry. Pt and Ag/AgCl wires were used as counter and reference 
electrodes, respectively. An electrochemical cell was prepared by using a glass ring with a Teflon bottom, 
where HOPG was inserted from the back (Figure 5-11). The glass and Teflon components were cleaned 
in piranha solution (a 3:1 mixture of 30% H2O2 and 95.0–98.0% H2SO4) for 90 minutes and in Milli-Q 
water for 15 minutes (3 times), and dried in air for 5 minutes (Caution: piranha solution reacts violently 
with organics and should be handled with extreme care!). The top of the assembled cell was sealed by a 
rubber cap with a silicon gasket to eliminate water evaporation as well as the contamination of the 
electrolyte solution with airborne organic impurities. The perpendicular alignment of a tip axis with 









5.3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
5.3.1 Clean Surface of Pt Tips 
The surface of our 1 µm-diameter Pt tips is clean enough to yield highly positive approach curves 
at a gold substrate in ~20 ppb-TOC water (Figure 5-2). Remarkably, tip current, iT, was enhanced by a 
factor of ~28 in comparison with tip current in the bulk solution, iT,∞, as given by 
 iT,∞ =4xnFDca         (1) 
where x is a function of RG,28,29 n is the number of transferred electrons in the tip reaction, and D 
and c are the diffusion coefficient and concentration of a redox mediator in the aqueous solution, 
respectively. A high normalized tip current of ~28 at contact is consistent with the value expected for a tip 
with RG = 2.0 and tilted by <1.0˚ with respect to the substrate (Figure 5-10). The normalized approach 
curve was fitted well with a theoretical curve for positive feedback,30 thereby confirming that tip current 
was limited by the diffusion of FcMeOH across the tip–substrate gap. The theoretical analysis of the 
approach curve gave an extremely short contact distance, dc, of 12 nm (dc/a = 0.026). This narrow gap 
width is comparable to or even narrower than the width of the nanogaps formed by using Pt21 and Au31 
nanotips with a = 14.7–142 nm and RG = 3–10 over a flat Au surface. 
 
Figure 5-2. Experimental (circles) and theoretical (red line) approach curves at an unbiased Au substrate in 
0.5 mM FcMeOH and 0.1 M KCl as obtained by using an FIB-milled Pt tip with  = 1.5˚, a = 0.47 µm, and RG = 
2.0. Probe scan rate, 19 nm/s. Tip potential, 0.35 V vs. Ag/AgCl. 
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5.3.2 Approach Curve at HOPG in Filtered Water  
The presence of a contaminant layer on the HOPG surface in filtered ultrapure water (~20 ppb 
TOC) results in moderately positive approach curves to puzzle their interpretation. For instance, we 
measured SECM approach curves to observe a much lower feedback effect from HOPG (Figure 5-3) than 
that from the flat Au substrate (Figure 5-2) when the same ~20 ppb-TOC ultrapure water was used. This 
is not due to the use of different redox mediators because approach curves at the HOPG surface were also 
moderately positive with FcMeOH (data not shown). The tip current was enhanced only by a factor of 
~3.5 at the tip–HOPG contact in comparison with tip current in the bulk solution. Subsequently, a 
submicrometer contact distance of 0.14 µm (dc/a = 0.26) was obtained by fitting the experimental 
approach curve at the HOPG surface with a theoretical curve for pure positive feedback (red line in 
Figure 5-3A).30 This contact distance is too large for a flat HOPG (SP1-grade), which has only a few step 
edges11 under a 1 m-diameter Pt tip. We ascribe the submicrometer contact distance to the erroneous 
fitting of the experimental curve to the pure positive feedback curve. In fact, the experimental curve fits 
slightly better with a kinetically limited approach curve32 to yield a heterogeneous electron-transfer (ET) 
rate constant of 0.53 cm/s and a tip–substrate contact distance of 13 nm (blue line). This contact distance 
is more consistent with the short tip–substrate distance that was achieved by employing the flat Au 
substrate (Figure 5-2A). This interpretation is inconsistent with the fact that the HOPG potential during 
approach curve measurement was negative enough to ensure a potential-independent feedback response 
as confirmed voltammetrically (see below). Apparently, the feedback effect from the HOPG plane surface 
in ~20 ppb-TOC ultrapure water was controlled neither by mediator diffusion across the tip–HOPG gap 
nor by the potential-dependent ET kinetics at HOPG. This anomalous approach curve is ascribed to the 
feedback effect that is limited by the potential-independent permeation of FcTMA2+ through the 
contaminant layer on the HOPG surface.       
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Figure 5-3. Approach curves at HOPG in 0.3 mM FcTMA+ and 0.05 M KCl (circles) as fitted to theoretical 
curves limited by mediator diffusion (red line) or by ET kinetics at the HOPG surface (blue line). Probe scan rate, 49 
nm/s. Tip and substrate potentials, 0.5 and 0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl, respectively. The theoretical curves used a = 0.48 
µm, RG = 2.5. 
 
5.3.3 Nanogap Voltammetry at HOPG in Filtered Water 
The presence of a contaminant layer on the HOPG surface was evidenced by nanogap 
voltammetry in 20 ppb-TOC Nanopure water purified by fresh filters. In this experiment, a FIB-milled Pt 
tip was positioned at a fixed feedback distance from the HOPG surface to amperometrically detect 
FcTMA+ or FcTMA2+ in the feedback or SG/TC mode, respectively, during the successive cycles of the 
HOPG potential. A pair of the voltammograms was obtained at the same tip position to eventually yield a 
family of paired voltammograms at various tip positions (Figure 5-4A; the same color is used for each 
pair of voltammograms measured at the same tip position). In both operation modes, the tip current was 
measured at quasi-steady states to reach a plateau value with the sufficiently positive or negative HOPG 
potential in the SG/TC or feedback mode, respectively.19 The limiting current at the same tip position, 
however, was always lower in the feedback mode than in the SG/TC mode. Subsequently, the fitting of 
the experimental voltammograms with theoretical ones19 gave a shorter tip–substrate distance in the 
SG/TC mode than in the feedback mode (see Table 5-1 for parameters used for this fitting). This 
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difference in the tip–substrate distance between the two operation modes is not due to the thermal drift of 
vertical tip position with respect to the HOPG surface, which was minimized by accommodating the 
SECM stage in an isothermal chamber.27,33 In fact, nearly identical voltammograms were obtained when 
potential cycles were repeated for either mode (data not shown). 
   


























HOPG Potential (V vs. Ag/AgCl)
SG/TC Mode 
 
Figure 5-4. Experimental (solid lines) and theoretical (dotted lines) nanogap voltammograms at HOPG in 
0.3 mM FcTMA+ and 0.05 M KCl prepared by water purified through (A) fresh and (B) 17 month old filters. 
Potential sweep rate, 0.05 V/s. Tip potentials are 0.5 and 0.15 V for the feedback and SG/TC modes, respectively. 
Theoretical curves used (a, RG) = (A) (0.48 µm, 2.5) and (B) (0.54 µm, 1.8) in addition to E ¢0  = 0.34 V (vertical 
dotted lines) and parameters in Table 1. 
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Table 5-1. Parameters from Figure 5-4A 
 Feedback Mode      SG/TC Mode 
  a in µm. b in cm/s. 
Different k0 and d values were obtained from pairs of nanogap voltammograms (Table 5-1) owing 
to the different permeability of the contaminant layer on the HOPG surface to FcTMA+ and FcTMA2+ 
(Figure 5-1). In the feedback mode, low permeation of tip-generated FcTMA2+ through the hydrophobic 
layer results in apparently lower k0 values (0.7 ± 0.3 cm/s) and lower limiting currents, which correspond 
to erroneously longer tip–HOPG distances (Table 5-1). By contrast, significantly higher k0 values (1.7 ± 
0.3 cm/s) and shorter tip–HOPG distances were obtained in the SG/TC mode at the same tip positions, 
where less hydrophilic FcTMA+ is more readily transported through the contaminant layer and oxidized at 
the underlying HOPG surface. In fact, the nanogap voltammograms in the SG/TC mode are nearly 
Nernstian, as indicated by high normalized standard rate constant,  (= dk0/D), with an average value of 5 
± 1 in comparison with that of 2.8 ± 1 for voltammograms in the feedback mode. Noticeably, these large 
 values are still distinguishable from those of 10 for reversible nanogap voltammograms, where both
anodic and cathodic braches are measured to precisely determine thermodynamic, kinetic, and mass 
da k0b  da k0b 
0.12 1.1 2.2 0.1 2.6 4.3 
0.19 0.7 2.2 0.13 2.6 5.6 
0.21 0.8 2.8 0.17 1.7 4.8 
0.28 0.8 3.7 0.23 0.9 3.5 
0.36 0.6 3.6 0.29 1.2 5.8 
0.46 0.3 2.3 0.34 1.2 6.8 
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transport parameters.34,35 In fact, the experimental nanogap voltammograms gave a normal  value of 0.5 
and a consistent formal potential, E ¢0 , of 0.34 V vs. Ag/AgCl (Figure 5-4A). 
A more serious effect of a contamination layer on the nanogap voltammograms of the FcTMA2+/+ 
couple was seen when ultrapure water was obtained by using ~17 month-old filters. This result indicates 
the importance of TOC monitoring, which prevents an unnoticed increase in the TOC of ultrapure water 
when the filters of a water purification system are consumed. By contrast, water purity was checked in 
previous electrochemical studies of HOPG9-11,36-39 only by measuring water resistivity, which is not 
affected by electrically neutral organic impurities.40 
Specifically, we observed the very low enhancement of the tip current (iT /iT,∞ < 3) at the HOPG 
surface in ultrapure water prepared by using the old filters despite a normal resistivity of 18.2 M·cm 
(Figure 5-4B). The low enhancement of the tip current was also seen in approach curve, where a low 
positive feedback effect resulted in a iT /iT,∞ value of only 2.5 at the tip–HOPG contact (Figure 5-11). 
Anomalously, the tip current in both feedback and SG/TC modes increased gradually toward more 
negative and positive potentials, respectively, without reaching a plateau (red and black curves) with the 
exception of a wide tip–HOPG separation (magenta curves). The liming current in the SG/TC mode, 
however, was higher than that in the feedback mode as expected for the contaminated HOPG surface, 
thereby yielding inconsistent d values of 0.54 and 0.67 m for the respective operation modes. Moreover, 
a k0 value of 0.15 cm/s in the feedback mode was lower than that of 0.19 cm/s in the SG/TC mode, which 
is limited by the faster permeation of FcTMA+ through the contaminant layer. Noticeably, both k0 values 
are significantly lower than those in water purified by fresh filters (Table 5-1) and are still high enough to 
yield a reversible CV when the substrate current was measured (Figure 5-13) 
5.3.4 Highly Positive Approach Curve at HOPG in UV-Treated Water 
The additional UV treatment of filtered ultrapure water not only decreased TOC but also gave 
more positive feedback curves at the HOPG surface, which is less contaminated. Highly positive 
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approach curves were obtained at HOPG in UV-treated water with a TOC value of 2 ppb (Figure 5-5A) in 
comparison with approach curves in ~20 ppb-TOC ultrapure water (Figure 5-4A). This result confirms 
that a lower feedback effect in the latter water is due to the organic contamination of HOPG surface in the 
water. A very close tip–substrate distance of 32 nm was obtained when the approach curve was fitted with 
a purely positive feedback curve (red line) while a good fit with a kinetically limited curve (blue line) 
gave a slightly closer contact distance of 17 nm and an ET rate constant of 2.0 cm/s. These dc values are 
closer to each other than those determined from approach curves in filtered water (Figures 5-3 and 5-12), 
thereby indicating that the analysis of a more positive approach curve is more accurate. The effective ET 
rate constant is also higher in the UV-treated water than that in the filtered water, which contaminates the 
HOPG surface more seriously. In fact, only a slightly higher feedback effect was observed with ~1 ppb-
TOC water as obtained by purifying UV-treated water through an activated carbon filter (Figure 5-5B), 
thereby indicating that 2 ppb-TOC water is pure enough not to seriously contaminate the HOPG surface, 
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Figure 5-5. Approach curves at the HOPG surface in 0.3 mM FcTMA+ and 0.05 M KCl in UV-treated 
ultrapure water (A) before and (B) after filtration through an additional activated-carbon filter. Probe scan rate, 49 
nm/s. Tip and substrate potentials, 0.50 and 0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl, respectively. The theoretical curves used (a, RG) = 
(0.48 µm, 2.5) and (0.48 µm, 2.5) for (A) and (B), respectively. 
5.3.5 High Electroactivity of HOPG in ~1 ppb TOC Water 
We employed nanogap voltammetry to reveal the extremely high electroactivity of HOPG in ~1 
ppb-TOC water (Figure 5-6). The nanogap voltammograms fit well with reversible voltammograms, 
thereby enabling us only to estimate the minimum k0 values corresponding to  = 10 (Table 5-2). The 
largest k0 values of ≥13 cm/s and ≥17 cm/s as well as the corresponding tip–HOPG distances of 45 and 36 
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nm were estimated from the voltammograms in the feedback and SG/TC modes, respectively. The higher 
k0 value and the shorter distance in the SG/TC mode indicate that the HOPG surface is still contaminated 
with airborne impurities. In fact, the higher permeability of the airborne contaminant layer to FcTMA+ 
results in a higher mass transport condition, and subsequently, a higher limiting current in the SG/TC. 
Nevertheless, these k0 values in ~1 ppb-TOC water are several times higher than those measured in ~20 
ppb-TOC water (Table 5-1). Together with the result of the approach curve experiment in Figure 5-5, this 
result indicates that the airborne-contaminated HOPG surface is not further contaminated with organic 
impurities in 2 and ~1 ppb-TOC water. Noticeably, the tip current that is largely enhanced at short tip–
HOPG distances in ~1 ppb-TOC water significantly fluctuates, which corresponds to a change of only ±1 
nm in the distance. Such a small distance fluctuation can be ascribed to the vibration of the SECM system 
or the fluctuation of the piezo stage.27 
The k0 values at the HOPG surface in ~1 ppb-TOC water (Table 5-2) is unprecedentedly high for 
a graphitic electrode. A range of 0.1–1 cm/s was estimated for FcTMA+ at HOPG by SECCM,10 where a 
~0.5 µm-sized  pipet was employed as a tip to reach a reversible limit with k0 = 1 cm/s owing to the 
hindrance of mass transport by the inner wall of the pipet.41 Higher mass transport conditions were 
achieved in this work by using a larger 1 µm-diameter disk tip, which can be positioned at an extremely 
close distance of down to 36 nm from HOPG. Our k0 values for FcTMA+ at the HOPG surface also 
exceed a k0 value of 9 cm/s for FcTMA+ at single-wall carbon nanotubes as determined by SECCM 
without a mass transfer limitation owing to the small tube diameter.42 Much lower k0 values of 0.03–0.5 
cm/s were obtained for FcTMA+ at single-layer and multi-layer graphenes by using SECCM.8 The k0 
values might be underestimated in the SECCM studies of nanotubes and graphenes, where inadequate 
attention was paid to surface contamination in air and water. 
Amazingly, the highest k0 value of ≥17 cm/s as estimated for FcTMA+ at HOPG in this study is 
comparable to the highest k0 value reported so far, i.e., 17 cm/s for Ru(NH3)63+ at a Pt nanoelectrode.21 On 
the one had, the high k0 value at a Pt nanoelectrode may be underestimated because the surface of such a 
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small electrode can be contaminated with trace organic impurities in ultrapure water.43 In fact, Scherson 
and Tolmachev pointed out theoretically that 1 ppb-TOC water requires 12 seconds to achieve  = 1.0 for 
a ~50 nm-radius Pt electrode owing to the small electrode size and efficient diffusional mass transport.43 
On the other hand, the high k0 value at the HOPG surface may be due to the enhanced local density of 
states (DOS) at point defects, which can be formed during the peeling of the HOPG surface by scotch 
tape. In fact, STM studies have demonstrated the dramatic enhancement of the DOS at atomic defects44 as 
well as the surrounding sp2 carbon atoms over ~6 nm distance owing to their good conjugation.45 This 
long-range effect contrasts with the local and very weak disturbance of the DOS at step edges.46 In 
addition, nanometer-sized defects on the basal surface were observed by STM when HOPG was peeled by 
scotch tape or spontaneously cleaved by a blade to expose a fresh surface.47 In fact, we sometimes 
observed a large fluctuation of tip current at a very short tip–HOPG distance (Figure 5-12, Supporting 
Information). The huge current is ascribed to electron tunneling between the flat Pt tip and a 
nanostructural defect protruded from the HOPG surface. 











HOPG Potential (V vs. Ag/AgCl)
SG/TC Mode
Figure 5-6. Nanogap voltammograms at HOPG in ~1 ppb-TOC water containing 0.3 mM FcTMA+ and 
0.05 M KCl. Solid and dotted lines represent experimental and theoretical voltammograms, respectively. The 
parameters used for the theoretical curves are listed in Table 2. Potential sweep rate, 0.05 V/s. Tip potential, 0.50 
and 0.15 V in the feedback and SG/CT modes, respectively. 
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 Table 5-2. Parameters from Figure 5-6  
Feedback Mode           SG/TC Mode 
d, nm       k0, cm/s,     d, nm        k0 cm/s 
45 13 36 17 
52 12 42 14 
74 8.1 60 10 
116 5.2 99 6 
168 3.6 146 4.1 
309 1.9 271 2.2 
5.3.6 Effects of Contaminants from Air and Water 
Here, we estimate the effects of organic impurities in air and water on the electroactivity of the 
HOPG surface by estimating its coverage with the contaminants. Specifically, we assume that the 
adsorption of organic impurities to the planar macroscopic surface is diffusion-limited and irreversible to 
yield a surface coverage, , as 
(2) 
where cc and Dc are the concentration and diffusion coefficient of organic impurities in air or water, 
respectively, and t is the duration of contamination, and the denominator represents the density of 
graphitic carbon atoms. The numerator of eq 2 was obtained by integrating the diffusional flux of organic 
impurities from air (or water) to the macroscopic electrode surface as given by the Cottrell equation (see 
Supporting Information), where the convectional transport of the impurities was neglected. 
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Eq 2 was used to find the HOPG surface is mainly covered with a monolayer amount of airborne 
contaminants owing to their high diffusion coefficient (Dc = ~0.1 cm2/s) in ambient air. If a graphitic 
surface is exposed to ambient air in a typical laboratory environment (cc = 20 ppm v/v, i.e., 0.15 µM 
benzene as a model for the sake of generality43),  = 1.0 is reached in 7 minutes, which is nearly equal to 
the time required for integrating a freshly peeled HOPG surface into an SECM cell in our experiment. In 
addition, this theoretical prediction is consistent with recent studies,4,6 which demonstrated a monolayer 
coverage of HOPG with airborne hydrocarbons at ~10 minutes. Eq 2 also gives  = 0.16 for t = 10 s, 
which was required for protecting the exfoliated HOPG surface with a solution in the previous 
electrochemical studies of HOPG electrochemistry.7 This result indicates that a contamination-free HOPG 
surface (e.g.,  < 0.01) is practically unobtainable by preparing the surface in ambient air. Eq 1 predicts 
that  < 0.01 can be maintained for 25 minutes when a graphitic surface is exposed to ultrapure gas with 
cc < 0.1 ppm v/v (<0.75 nM benzene). 
We used eq 2 also to estimate the coverage of the HOPG surface with organic impurities in 
ultrapure water. Typically, the HOPG surface is exposed to ultrapure water for 1 hour in nanogap 
voltammetry, which is much longer than the surface is exposed to ambient air. Moreover, the 
concentration of organic impurities in 20 ppb-TOC water (cc = 0.28 µM for benzene) is higher than that in 
ambient air (see above). A much smaller  value of 0.06, however, was obtained from eq 2 owing to a 
much lower Dc value of ~10–5 cm2/s in water. We propose that trace organic impurities in 20 ppb-TOC 
water significantly lower the electroactivity of the HOPG surface because pinholes through its airborne 
contaminant layer are filled by organic impurities in water to effectively block the access of aqueous 
redox species to the underling HOPG surface (Figure 5-7A). By contrast, a very low  value of 0.005 is 
obtained from eq 2 for a macroscopic electrode immersed for 1 hour in UV-treated ultrapure water (i.e., 2 
ppb TOC for 28 nM benzene). The UV-treated ultrapure water seems pure enough to maintain the 
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pinholes of the airborne contaminant layer (Figure 4-7B) as indicated by approach curve experiments in 2 




Figure 5-7. Scheme of diffusional transport of FcTMA2+ (or FcTMA+) through a contaminant layer on the 
HOPG surface in (A) 20 and (B) 2 ppb-TOC water. 
 
5.4 CONCLUSION 
In this work, we employed nanogap voltammetry based on SECM to sensitively detect the 
adsorption of organic impurities from ultrapure water to the HOPG surface as evidenced by using the 
simple FcTMA2+/+ couple. Significantly, our nanogap voltammetry approach is the only electrochemical 
method that is powerful enough to reveal the anomalous electrochemical behaviors of a contaminated 
HOPG surface, which requires the quantitative kinetic study of both the oxidation and the reduction of a 
redox couple under high mass transport conditions. The electroactivity of a contaminated HOPG surface 
to the FcTMA2+/+ couple is high enough to obtain reversible cyclic voltammograms under much lower 
mass transport conditions. The SECM–AFM studies of a contaminated HOPG surface were limited to the 
qualitative interpretation of heterogeneous images due to surface contamination.12,13 By contrast, such 
adventitious contamination of a HOPG surface was neither considered nor noticed in the SECCM 
studies,9,11 where the graphitic surface was always exposed to air or inert gas to intrinsically cause surface 
contamination during imaging. The quick and serious airborne hydrocarbon contamination of a HOPG 
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surface has been confirmed by water contact angle measurement, ATR-FTIR, and elipsometry,4,6 while 
our electrochemical approach complimentary assesses surface contamination in ultrapure water. 
The elimination of a surface contaminant layer from a graphite surface is a challenging task, 
which is required for studying the intrinsic electroactivity of a pristine surface. Contamination with 
hydrocarbons is unavoidable in ambient air even for a macroscopic graphitic electrode. We predict 
theoretically that a clean graphitic surface can be maintained only in a highly pure gas with an extremely 
low hydrocarbon content. Commercially available glove bags, however, control only humidity and the 
oxygen level and use plasticizers and glues, which seriously contaminate graphitic surfaces.4 The 
contamination of a graphitic surface in ultrapure water can be prevented for a macroscopic electrode by 
using UV-treated ultrapure water with a TOC value of ~2 ppb. The lowest TOC value of 1 ppb for 
commercial water purifiers available on the market today may be not low enough to prevent the organic 
contamination of micrometer- and nanometer-sized graphitic electrodes owing to their small size and 
efficient diffusional mass transport. In this study, the sufficiently clean surface of a ~1 µm-diameter Pt 
electrode is ensured by highly positive approach curve at a Au substrate as well as by its excellent fit with 
a theoretical curve (Figure 5-2). By contrast, submicrometer- and nanometer-sized carbon tips with small 
RG shows only a very low positive feedback effect that deviates from a theoretical curve.48,49 
 
5.5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
5.5.1 FIB milling 
The incident angle of focused Ga+ beam was systematically changed to precisely control the 
angle of the end of ~1 µm-diameter Pt tips with respect to their axis. The milled tip end was tilted with 
respect to the tip axis when the Ga+ beam was perpendicular to the tip axis (Figure 5-8A). This tilt angle 
is due to Gaussian tail in the energy distribution of the Ga+ beam and depends on the sputtering rates of 
the milled materials. To compensate the tilt angle, the incident angle of the Ga+ beam with respect to the 
tip axis was systematically varied by tilting the sample stage (Figure 5-8B). The tip surface was most 
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perpendicular to the tip axis when the sample stage was tilted by 1.5˚, thereby achieving the closest tip–
substrate distance of 12 nm (Figure 5-2). With tilt angles of 1.0˚ and 2.0˚, the closest distances were 
limited to 23 and 24 nm, respectively (Figure 5-9). 
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Figure 5-9. Experimental (circles) and theoretical (red line) approach curves at an unbiased Au substrate in 
0.5 mM FcMeOH and 0.1 M KCl as obtained by FIB-milled Pt tips with (, a, RG) = (1.0˚, 0.47 µm, 2.1) and (2.0˚, 
0.47 µm, 1.8) in (A) and (B), respectively. Probe scan rate, 19 nm/s. 
 
5.5.2 Feedback Current at Tip–Substrate Contact 
3D finite element simulation was performed by using COMSOL Multiphysics (version 3.5a, 
COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA) to obtain positive and negative feedback current at the contact of a disk-
shaped tip with conductive and insulating substrates, respectively. The details of the finite element 
simulation are given in the attached simulation report. The tip current at contact, iT,c, was normalized with 
respect to iT,∞. In this simulation, the substrate was tilted with respect to the tip surface as defined by an 
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angle, c, within a range of 1˚–3˚ (inset of Figure 5-10A). In addition, tip RG was changed within a rage 
of 1.1–10 to demonstrate that higher positive feedback effect is expected with smaller RG (Figure 5-10A). 
This result is due to a shorter contact distance for a tip with smaller RG as given by 
          (3) 
In fact, higher positive feedback effect is also seen for a smaller tilt angle (Figure 4-10A) as 
expected from eq 3. Importantly, a sharper tip with smaller RG is also advantageous to observe more 
negative feedback effect owing to the shorter contact distance as predicted by eq 3 (Figure 5-10B). The 
most negative feedback response is expected with RG = 1.8–2.0, which depends on the tilt angle. With 
smaller RG, less negative feedback is expected because of the leakage of the thin-layer cell formed 
between the tip and the substrate. 
 
Figure 5-10. Simulated tip current at the contact of a disk-shaped tip with (A) conductive or (B) insulating 
substrate tilted by c (see the inset of part A). 
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5.5.3 Sealed SECM Cell 
SECM measurements with HOPG were carried out by using a sealed SECM cell (Figure 5-11) to 
minimize the contamination of the aqueous electrolyte solution with airborne organic impurities during 
the measurement. 
    
 
Figure 5-11. Scheme of a SECM cell with an aqueous solution in the compartment based on glass wall and 
Teflon cap and base. 
 
5.5.4 Water Purification with Old Filters 
Figure 5-12 shows an experimental approach curve at HOPG in ultrapure water that was purified 
by using 17 month-old filters. The resistivity of the ultrapure water was still 18.2 Mcm. The positive 
feedback effect, however, was very small as expected from a kinetically limited curve. The serious 
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Figure 5-12. Experimental (circles) and theoretical (solid lines) approach curves at HOPG in 0.3 mM 
FcTMA+ and 0.05 M KCl in water purified by old filters. The theoretical curve used a = 0.48 µm and RG = 1.8. 
 
5.5.5 CV of FcTMA+ at HOPG  
The current at the HOPG was measured during nanogap voltammetry to obtain a reversible CV of 
FcTMA+ in ultrapure water purified through the 17 month-old filters of the nanopure water system 
(Figure 5-13). This CV gives a peak separation of ~60 mV as well as a E ¢0  value of 0.34 V vs. Ag/AgCl. 
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Figure 5-13. A reversible CV of FcTMA+ at the HOPG surface in ultrapure water purified by using 17 




5.5.6 Elemental Analysis of Ultrapure Water 
We employed ICP-MS to determine the concentrations of various elements in ultrapure water 
without and with filtration through the activated-carbon filter, i.e., VOC pak (Millipore), as listed in Table 
5-3. The low nanomolar levels of Feand Zn were detected in the VOC-filtered water. The concentration of 
Cr was somehow lowered after filtration. 
 
 
Table 5-3. Concentrations of Various Elements in Ultrapure Water 
element no filter VOC element no filter VOC 
Ag <1 ppt <1 ppt Mn <1 ppt   4 ppt 
Au <1 ppt <1 ppt Pd <1 ppt <1 ppt 
Co <1 ppt <1 ppt Pt <1 ppt <1 ppt 
Cr   5 ppt   1 ppt Rh <1 ppt <1 ppt 
Cu <1 ppt   1 ppt Ru <1 ppt <1 ppt 
Fe   2 ppt 75 ppt Tl <1 ppt <1 ppt 





5.5.7 Tunneling Current between the Pt Tip and HOPG  
We often observed tunneling current between the Pt tip and the HOPG substrate when nanogap 
voltammetry was measured at short tip substrate distances in <3 ppb-TOC ultrapure water (Figure 5-13). 



















Figure 5-14. Tunneling current on nanogap voltammograms at HOPG in 0.3 mM FcTMA+ and 0.05 M 
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The first chapter described the development of a novel SECM approach to enable quasi-steady-
state voltammetry of rapid ET reactions at macroscopic substrates. The wide range of substrate potentials 
is applicable under quasi-steady-state conditions to cover both cathodic and anodic regions far from E0′, 
one of which reaches the limited range of substrate potentials employed in the traditional steady-state 
feedback mode. Subsequently, a pair of quasi-steady-state iT-ES voltammograms is obtained in both 
feedback and SG/TC modes to enable the separate and reliable determination of all transport (DO, DR, and 
d), thermodynamic (E0′), and kinetic (R and k0) parameters. This quasi-steady-state approach requires a 
short tip-substrate distance and a reversible reaction at a macroscopic substrate except under the tip to be 
intrinsically suitable for the kinetic study of a rapid substrate reaction, which can be slowed at substrate 
potentials around E0' and probed both cathodically and anodically under high mass-transport conditions. 
In fact, k0 values of up to∼7 cm/s for TCNQ as obtained by this approach are the largest determined for a 
substrate reaction by SECM.  
The third chapter employed the Marcus-Hash-Chidsey formalism to theoretically predict that 
MHC voltammetric behavior will be manifested by SECM-based iT–ES voltammetry under nanoscale 
mass transport conditions. Our voltammetric theory is generally applicable to any steady-state and quasi-
steady-state condition with arbitrary substrate potential and both feedback and SG/TC modes. The 
deviation from the classical BV model should be considered for the comprehensive range of nanoscale 
SECM measurements except for fastest heterogeneous ET reactions reported so far (k0 > 1 cm/s). Our 
prediction is also extended to steady-state voltammetry of ET reactions at nanometer-sized SECM tips 
positioned above conductors because tip voltammetry can be well described by the general theory that is 
analogous to the theory for iT–ES voltammetry. No prior knowledge of the rate law is required for the 
analysis of the retraceable portion of an iT–ES voltammogram, which can be directly converted to a plot of 
ET rate constant versus substrate potential using analytical equations developed in this work.  
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In the third chapter we reported on the electrostatic and electrochemical origins of nanometer-
scale damage to glass-sealed Pt UMEs with submicrometer and nanometer size. Both types of damage are 
severe with the small UMEs, which are readily charged up by a small number of electrons without 
potentiostatic control. Importantly, ESD damage to a UME in air can be avoided by protecting the UME 
from a source of electrostatic charge, most importantly, an operator. The body and cloth of the operator 
must be grounded by using ESD-safe wrist strap, gloves, and lab coat. Electrochemical damage is likely 
due to the flow of a transient current from a potentiostat amplifier into a UME and can be avoided by 
maintaining the UME under potentiostatic control in solution. This control can be lost transiently when 
connection of a potentiostat to the UME is internally switched on or off. The new concept of nanoscale 
electrode damage proposed in this work is general and must be considered broadly for reliable 
nanoelectrochemical measurements and applications. Both electrostatic and electrochemical damage is 
possible with any submicrometer- or nanometer-size metal UME including an insulated metal tip for 
scanning tunneling microscopy. Moreover, “nano ESD” is a global concern in nanoelectronics including 
the batteries and sensors based on nanostructured electrodes.  
In chapter 5, we employed nanogap voltammetry based on SECM to sensitively detect the 
adsorption of organic impurities from ultrapure water to the HOPG surface as evidenced by using the 
simple FcTMA2+/+ couple. Contamination with hydrocarbons is unavoidable in ambient air even for a 
macroscopic graphitic electrode. We predict theoretically that a clean graphitic surface can be maintained 
only in a highly pure gas with an extremely low hydrocarbon content. Commercially available glove bags, 
however, control only humidity and the oxygen level and use plasticizers and glues, which seriously 
contaminate graphitic surfaces. The contamination of a graphitic surface in ultrapure water can be 
prevented for a macroscopic electrode by using UV-treated ultrapure water with a TOC value of ~2 ppb. 
The SECM–AFM studies of a contaminated HOPG surface were limited to the qualitative interpretation 
of heterogeneous images due to surface contamination. By contrast, such adventitious contamination of a 
HOPG surface was neither considered nor noticed in the SECCM studies, where the graphitic surface was 
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always exposed to air or inert gas to intrinsically cause surface contamination during imaging. 
Significantly, our nanogap voltammetry approach is the only electrochemical method that is powerful 
enough to reveal the anomalous electrochemical behaviors of a contaminated HOPG surface, which 
requires the quantitative kinetic study of both the oxidation and the reduction of a redox couple. 
The quasi-steady-state approach developed in this work will find various applications beyond the 
study of rapid substrate reactions. For instance, the separate assessment of transfer coefficient for cathodic 
and anodic reactions will be important when the double layer or Marcus-Hush effect is significant. A 
voltammetric SG/TC measurement with a macroscopic substrate at quasi-steady-state is complementary 
to the true steady-state counterpart with an ultramicroelectrode substrate as recently developed for the 
SG/TC study of short-lived intermediates. 
The analytical approach developed in the third chapter facilitates applications of iT–ES 
voltammetry to non-BV systems based on electrocatalysis, charge-transfer at liquid/liquid interfaces, 
nanoparticle-mediated ET at gold electrodes modified with self-assembled monolayers, and ET at single-
walled carbon nanotubes and graphenes. In fact, nanoscale mass transport is inevitable when individual 
single-walled carbon nanotubes are investigated as SECM substrates.  
Achievements in this work will make contribution not only in scientific field but also in practical 
application of nanoscale electrochemistry in nanotechnology. The developed nanogap-enabled SECM 
will help to locally study elelctrochemical reactivity of different nanostructured materials such as 
graphene and carbon nanotubes. Nanofabricated, reliable ultramicroelectrodes for SECM will find 
application in the electrochemical mapping of surfaces and interfaces, imaging and activity measurements 
of individual biological assemblies, whether in vivo or in vitro.  This could lead to advances in areas such 
as nanobiotechnology and molecular biology.  
Based on these accomplishments, the capacity of nanoscale SECM will be greatly increased to 
characterize and understand various nanomaterials and interfaces at the nanoscale. 
